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Developing Auckland via History Authenticity
Authenticity
Every year more people call Auckland their home. Over the last three years the city’s population 
has increased by 115,000 people, with the population assumed to reach two million by 2030. 
Auckland City’s population is increasing and housing supply is struggling to keep up.1
Auckland is already spread out and as it continues to expand great spatial and social disconnections 
occur. It is important to understand that the time has come to move on from the idea of large 
houses with their individual large backyards and move towards higher-density housing, and most 
importantly to infill the under-used areas of Auckland. 
This project sets out to investigate how a historic, abandoned building and the remaining site 
can be used to help the housing crisis of the city by being converted into a high density housing 
complex which takes into consideration the importance of the historic building. 
1) Auckland Transport, “Supporting growth - Delivering transport networks.” Supporting growth 
- Delivering transport networks. accessed April 31, 2016. https://at.govt.nz/projects-roadworks/
transport-for-future-urban-growth/. 
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Developing Auckland via History Definition Key Terms
Abandoned - to leave a place, thing or person empty, deserted, derelict, or uninhabited.2
Historic value - having importance to the history of the city/country, not only the handing down of 
tradition but also of actual historical substance, be that buildings or artefacts.3
Preservation - is defined as the act or process of applying measures necessary to sustain the 
existing form, integrity, and materials of an historical property.4
Restoration - is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features and 
character of a property as it appeared at a particular period of time.5
Reconstruction - is defined as the act or process of depicting by means of new construction, the 
form, features and detailing of no surviving site, landscape, building, structure or object for the 
purpose of replicating its appearance at a specific period of time and in its history.6
Rehabilitation - is defined as the process of making possible a compatible use for a property 
through repair, alterations and additions while preserving those portions or features that convey its 
historical cultural or architectural value.7
Category 1 - historic places that are of special or outstanding historical or cultural significance or 
value.8
Category A - historic places that have exceptional overall heritage significance to the Auckland 
region or a greater geographic area.9
Seven Aspects - created in order to help investigate and select a site that will allow the project 
to reach its full potential (size of the section, location of the site, form of the building occupying 
the site, age of the construction, historical value held by the building, surroundings of the site and 
potential of the historic building to be preserved).
2) “Abandon Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary,” September 21, 2016, accessed September 
23, 2016, http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/abandon.
3) Johannes Cramer and Stefan Breitling, Architecture in Existing Fabric Planning, Design and Building      
(Basel, Switzerland: Birkhäuser Architecture, 2007).
4) John J Cullinane, Maintaining and Repairing Old and Historic Buildings (United Kingdom: Wiley,   
John & Sons, 2013), 112.
5) Cullinane, Maintaining and Repairing Old and Historic Buildings, 113. 
6) Cullinane, Maintaining and Repairing Old and Historic Buildings, 117. 
7) Cullinane, Maintaining and Repairing Old and Historic Buildings, 119.
8) “Heritage New Zealand - About the List,” 2016, accessed July 30, 2016, http://www.heritage.org.nz/
the-list/about-the-list.
9) “Historic Heritage - The Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan,” September 30, 2013, accessed July 30, 
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Images/Printable%20PDFs%20-%20September/Part%20
2%20-%20Obs%20and%20pols/Chapter%20E/2%20Historic%20heritage.pdf 
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Figure i - Carlile House (Costley Training Institute) sitting alone on the site when completed in 1886.
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1.1 Research Question
 
“How can we reuse what is already on site in neglected areas of Auckland City to assist in resolving 
the current housing shortage, and at the same time help to preserve the city’s past?”  
1.2 Project Outline
The research paper is divided into two components, writing and designing.
This document explores abandoned and historic buildings around Auckland and looks at possible 
approaches such as; preservation, restoration and adaptive re-use in order to deal with these 
specific types of buildings, to bring life back into them and make them part of the community again. 
It also investigates densification and sprawl in order to define and understand the importance of a 
tighter city fabric.
With the knowledge gained from the research, the design section of this project aims to incorporate 
the two aspects, adaptive re-use of abandoned historic buildings and city densification, in order to 
achieve an architectural response that works harmoniously with its context. This response aims to 
achieve a successful density housing complex while retaining some of Auckland’s history.
1.3 Aims and Objectives
The aim of this explanatory document is to demonstrate an alternative to the ‘clean slate’ approach 
when dealing with the rapidly increasing population of Auckland City. It aims to contribute to solving 
the current housing crisis, while utilising the principles of adaptive re-use to deal with what already 
occupies the site. This aims to preserve the building and the site’s history. 
It also aims to develop the remainder of the site as a housing complex which is designed to provide 
for a healthy and pleasant lifestyle. The new housing complex is to assist in resolving the current 
housing crisis of the city and to serve as an example of ‘higher density housing’ in Auckland. This 
high density complex will aim to provide diversity in size and form in order to suit a wide range of 
the city’s population; families, young couples and first time home buyers. Finally, the dwellings are 
to be; flexible, functional and consist of features that Aucklanders value in a home such as; privacy, 
identity, uniqueness and individuality. 
Introduction
1.0 Introduction
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Figure 1.1 - Example of the ‘clean slate’ approach in Auckland (West Edge - New Lynn).
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1.4 Project significance 
This project addresses two problems that are currently significant in Auckland city. 
The first problem is unoccupied or abandoned buildings. They are often seen as a negative focal 
point of a neighbourhood and are related to anti-social and sometimes criminal behaviour and 
nuisance. The project addresses this issue by looking at three ways of dealing with these types of 
buildings, especially the ones that hold some historical value, in order to find a new solution that 
can turn these abandoned historical buildings, seen as a negative focus, into a positive and valued 
feature of Auckland neighborhoods.
The second major issue, is the fact that Auckland’s population is increasing faster than the 
construction of housing in the city. The intensification strategy that Auckland commonly uses is a 
process of removing everything on site and use the ‘clean slate’ method without consideration to 
any surrounding or existing context. 
Overall the project looks at combining these two current issues of Auckland city, abandoned 
buildings with historic significance and the housing crisis and uses an architectural response in 
an attempt to resolve them both. Preservation of a historic building and density housing are topics 
of high personal interest, however a higher level of understanding on both subjects was needed in 
order to contribute solutions.
Introduction
Figure 1.2 - Auckland’s Population Growth over the years since 1926. Figure 1.3 - Percentage of households who own their homes 1986 - 2013.
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1.5 Methodology
Both primary and secondary research methods have been used throughout the project to gain 
the best understanding of the necessary information. 
The project began with research on abandoned buildings, adaptive reuse and high density 
housing, along with precedent studies. Investigation of different sites through visits was the next 
form of research and the combination of the two created a basic platform for the initial design. 
These created a reoccurring process of research-by-design.
The research on abandoned buildings with historic value provided further education on the 
problem that comes with buildings of this category and how they are currently being dealt with 
in New Zealand. In addition, the adaptive reuse research supplied an alternative solution to the 
problem created by these abandoned buildings. 
The density housing research approached the second topic of the project and allowed further 
understanding of how high density housing can benefit a growing city. Precedents give an 
insight into how different techniques and design attributes could assist in the design process. 
They illustrate and educate on ways of approaching and solving issues of the chosen topics.
Site visits and surveys allowed for a building that gave the necessary opportunity for the project 
to reach its full potential. A more in-depth survey was carried out on the chosen site to gain a 
full understanding of the building to be dealt with.
 
1.6 Current knowledge 
There is an inevitable housing issue created by the growing population of Auckland city. In the 
past seven years the population has increased by 8.5% or by the same amount of people as the 
population of Tauranga.10 
 
The growing population requires the construction of new houses and there are two possible 
solutions
•   Intensification which creates infrastructural problems
•    Expansion which also creates an infrastructural problem however it also creates a   
      disconnection problem.
Auckland is by tradition a low density city; it is already spread out and as it continues to expand 
great spatial and social disconnections occur. The current idea of housing in Auckland is large 
houses with their individual large backyards. However, we need to move away from this model in 
order to provide more housing and move towards a higher-density approach that looks to infill the 
existing under-used areas of the city.
Auckland also has a large number of buildings that contribute significant historic value to the 
city that have been neglected or even destroyed without any consideration about their role in the 
city fabric. There is an ongoing argument between preservationists and developers that revolves 
around historic buildings: whether they should be saved and reused or demolished and replaced. 
Preservationists believe in protecting historic buildings at any cost while most developers oppose 
that by supporting the idea of re-purpose of the site in order to make maximum profit. 
However, these are not the only two options when dealing with historic sites and buildings. The 
other options require further investigation in order to find the best outcome suited for the specific 
site and building that has been chosen.
10) Radio New Zealand 2016, “Auckland Drives 5% Population Growth,” New Zealand (Radio New 
Zealand), October 15, 2013, accessed April 23, 2016 http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/224710/
auckland-drives-5-percent-population-growth. 
Introduction
Figure 1.4 - Dwellings in Auckland and New Zealand 2013.
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Unoccupied or abandoned buildings are often seen as a negative focal point of a neighbourhood 
and are related to anti-social and sometimes criminal behaviour and nuisance.
When a building is considered to hold any historic value and is seen as heritage it is protected 
by the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014 preventing the building to be demolished. 
Because there is no prospect of development profit unless the building is removed, a common 
approach by owners of such buildings is to ignore Council requests to take protective action and 
leave the property to decay so it becomes unsafe for the public, in order to be granted permission 
to demolish the building. 
Some of these buildings have been demolished due to court order, or are under supervision 
by Auckland Council. However, historic abandoned buildings are subject to separate laws and 
regulations. The council’s attempts to deal with the problematic buildings are often unsuccessful 
and usually go through costly legal action. 
Due to their neglected state and the lack of property maintenance many abandoned heritage 
buildings have a list of problems that are associated with them, including overgrowth of plants, 
vermin harbouring in the site, and litter. Living next to an abandoned property has a direct impact 
on the quality of people’s lives, affecting their health, well-being and potentially their livelihood.11
A different solution is required to turn these abandoned buildings and especially the ones that hold 
a historic value into a positive feature of Auckland’s neighbourhoods. 
11) “Know Before You Go: Parks and Recreation,” accessed April 30, 2016, http://www.doc.govt.nz/
parks-and-recreation/plan-and-prepare/care-codes/nz-environmental-care-code/remove-refuse. 
 
Abandoned buildings in Auckland
2.0 Abandoned Buildings in Auckland
Figure 2.1 - Brick Church - New Lynn.
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Figure 2.4 - Challenge House - Central Business District.Figure 2.2 - Office Building - Central Business District. Figure 2.3 - Old Hotel - New Lynn.
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Prior to a decision being made on the historic building’s future, an understanding of the history, 
character, integrity, materiality and how it was constructed must be reached. Understanding of these 
aspects is crucial in deciding how to approach the planning, design, treatment and maintenance of 
a structure. The question of whether a building is historic is not the most important point; instead 
we should be asking whether that building can serve a purpose, be maintained and continue to be 
functional for a contemporary purpose.12  
12) Cullinane, Maintaining and Repairing Old and Historic Buildings, 1.
Dealing with Historic Buildings
3.0 Dealing with Historic Buildings
Figure 3.1 - Carlile House - Grey Lynn, in its present state. View from Richmond Road, looking southwest. 
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Figure 3.2 - Carlile House - Grey Lynn, in its present state. View from Dickens Street, looking west. Figure 3.3 - Carlile House - Grey Lynn, in its present state. View from Chamberlain Street, looking northeast.
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3.1 Preservation 
Preservation is defined as the act of applying measures necessary to sustain the existing integrity 
and materials of a historic property.13 Similar materials to the original with the same construction 
techniques and minimal or no changes to the original building fabric should be carried out in order 
to retain the maximum amount of the building fabric. John Ruskin argued in favour of preservation 
and believed there is no way one can restore an architectural monument. He states,“take care of 
your monuments and you will not need to restore them.”14
Ruskin discusses how he feels restoration is “a lie from beginning to end”15  due to the point that 
a monument can be given “a new life in time”16  however, this does not mean it is brought back to 
life or full glory. He also explains how the glory of the original structure cannot be reinstated in the 
new time. Perhaps it is the fact that a building has been preserved throughout history to the current 
day that makes it impressive and valuable.
13) Cullinane, Maintaining and Repairing Old and Historic Buildings, 112. 
14) John Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture (New York: Dover Publications, 1990), 205. 
15) Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture, 204. 
16) Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture, 204. 
Figure 3.4 - Historic building in Washington, D.C before it was preserved. Figure 3.5 - Historic building in Washington, D.C after it was preserved and resulted in an award 
for Excellence in Historic Preservation by the local government.
Dealing with Historic Buildings
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3.2 Restoration 
Restoration is defined as the process of accurately interpreting the form and character of a 
property as it existed at a particular time. This is achieved through removal of forms and 
features of other periods in its history and the reconstruction of missing features.17
Viollet-le-Duc opposes the position of Ruskin and argues for restoration, and states “to restore 
a building is not to preserve it, to repair it, or rebuilt it; it is to reinstate it in a condition of 
completeness that could never have existed at any given time.”18  He believes that a restoration 
of a historic building should follow the architects ongoing intentions as a guide in order to make 
the building complete. 
17)  Cullinane, Maintaining and Repairing Old and Historic Buildings, 113. 
18) Eugene-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, The Architectural Theory of Viollet-le-Duc: Readings and 
Commentary, ed. M. F. Hearn, 2nd edition (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990), 269. 
Figure 3.6 - Aerial view of Carmo Convent Area in Lisbon restored by Álvaro Siza after it was damaged by fire. Figure 3.7 - Carmo Convent Area restored by Álvaro Siza after it was damaged by fire.
Dealing with Historic Buildings
Preservation and restoration are two approaches that are suitable for certain type of historic 
buildings; however, they do not apply to a building that has already deteriorated but at the same 
time holds some historic values and the buildings investigated in this project fall into this category. 
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3.3 Adaptive Re-Use in New Zealand 
New Zealand is relatively young and is therefore only now beginning to consider and decide which 
elements of its heritage should be conserved. Adaptive Re-Use is a third approach that will allow 
the building and property to continue being used and valued by the community.
Re-use is more than just the process of conserving or rehabilitating a building and property. Instead 
this approach celebrates and embraces the energy and quality of the original building.19 This quality 
of the original building could exist within the special character or historic interest. Either case these 
special and valued qualities need to be respected and celebrated in combination with the energy 
and activity that a new function can bring.20
Adaptive re-use can be a sensible economic approach to a historic building, as it retains history 
of the area while still contributing to the community by giving the building a new function and new 
life. As well as being sensible economically, adaptive re-use creates an environmental argument, 
accepting that the earth’s materials and energy sources are not going to exist forever if we continue 
to carelessly use them. A sensible solution to this will be to slow down our consumption and make 
a better use of the embodied energy in the buildings that already exist.21 
The International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMoS) recognised that preservation requires 
the combination of both adaptation of historic buildings as well as need of modern day life, 
however this should be achieved without the deconstruction of structure, historic evidence or 
existing fabric. The age of a building can show authenticity and it would be a shame to not express 
and respect it when combined with a new modern structure. 
The age of a building can be its greatest immaterial asset. When applying a new function to an 
existing and especially historic building, the function needs to be carefully considered to ensure 
that the new building successfully contributes to the community and therefore will be valued and 
taken care of. This will make certain that the historic building remains in its re-used condition.
The adaptive re-use approach can contribute to the local community by assisting in solving current 
issues as well as preserving a piece of their history and adding value as well as meaning to the site.
19) Derek Latham, Creative Reuse of Buildings: Volume 1 (London, United Kingdom: Donhead 
Publishing, 2000), 7-9.
20) Latham, Creative Reuse of Buildings: Volume 1, 77-80 
21) Stanley J Rabun and Richard M Kelso, Building Evaluation for Adaptive Re-Use and Preservation 
(Chichester, United Kingdom: Wiley, John & Sons, 2009), 171-177 
Figure 3.8 - Unitec Building One, example of adaptive re-use in New Zealand (from mental hospital to student facilities).
Dealing with Historic Buildings
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3.4 Maori Heritage and Conservation
The Maori art historian Sydney Mead discusses the cultural definition of the landscape and this can 
be related to the urban heritage we are interested in. Mead talks about how mountains throughout 
New Zealand act as monuments and hold huge significant values for their local tribes. They are 
immediately recognised and are symbols of their people. “Together with other named features of 
the land; rivers, lakes, blocks of land, promontories, holes in the ground, fishing grounds, trees, 
burial places and islands they form a cultural grid over the land which provides meaning, order 
and stability to human existence.”22 These mountains can be related to heritage buildings or sites 
within the urban fabric, as they are something each of us can identify with, and this can give the 
city some sense of order and meaning.
In New Zealand the adaptive re-use strategy is approached in two common ways.
The first way is prompted by the Historic Place Trust and leans towards strict restoration and 
conservation of historic buildings. However, this tends to result in dull facades and lack of 
contribution to its surroundings and built environment due to the small consideration put into the 
function. This occurs due to the fact that the building was constructed in a different time period 
which had different needs and this approach does not take in consideration social change. 
Highwic House is an example of this approach, it has been restored and conserved to offer a 
historic background on the living conditions of the time. However, it does not provide any function 
that can be used or contribute to today’s society.
22) Building Owners and Managers (BOMA) Conference, Keeping the Past Alive: The Adaptation of our 
Heritage Buildings for Commercial Use (Auckland, New Zealand: BOMA, 1997), 1-2. 
Figure 3.9 - Highwic House 
in its early years of existence, 
before it was extended.
Figure 3.10 - Highwic House 
before it was restored and 
conserved.  
Figure 3.11 - Highwic House 
in its present state. 
Dealing with Historic Buildings
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The other common adaptive re-use approach we see in New Zealand is the use of ‘façade retention’, 
where the building is gutted and only the façade is retained with a modern building added on top of 
what is left over.  The new modern additions are commonly un-inspired and incoherent with the old 
structure. “This is one tool Auckland council has to address. Auckland’s all too common problem 
of heritage demolition by neglect, when owners do not have the inclination, or more commonly the 
fund to restore buildings which are important parts of Auckland’s history.”23
The Queen’s Head Hotel on Queen Street adopted this approach but the new structure does not 
take into consideration the original features and character of the heritage building. The large scaled 
and modern addition overpowers the original structure and hinders the possibility of expressing 
the history of the site.
This is a relatable situation that the Carlile House faces, where the building is classified as a heritage 
site but the funds and intentions of the owners to either preserve, restore or adapt are scarce.If not 
addressed soon Carlile House will either deteriorate to point of collapse due to lack of maintenance 
or, if it ends up in the hands of a developer, the building will be gutted out to leave only the façades 
and an incoherent addition that lacks respect for the historic building will be constructed.
Due to being a category A building, meaning that it has exceptional overall heritage significance to 
the Auckland region or a greater geographic area,24 minimal changes can be made to the Carlile 
House. Changes that are proposed need to be confirmed. Tight restrictions imposed by Heritage 
Trust as well as the Council will reduce the changes that can be made in order to retain the heritage 
importance of the historic building.
23) “Auckland’s 1800s Heritage Secured,” September 4, 2013, accessed June 13, 2016, http://www.scoop.
co.nz/stories/AK1309/S00110/aucklands-1800s-heritage-secured.htm 
24) “Historic Heritage - The Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan,” September 30, 2013, accessed July 30, 
http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Images/Printable%20PDFs%20-%20September/Part%20
2%20-%20Obs%20and%20pols/Chapter%20E/2%20Historic%20heritage.pdf
Figure 3.12 - Queen’s Head Hotel before it was redeveloped and ‘facade retention’ was applied to it.  
Figure 3.13 - Queen’s Head Hotel 
after it was redeveloped and ‘facade 
retention’ was applied to it.
Figure 3.14 - Queen’s Head Hotel in its present state. 
Dealing with Historic Buildings
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Figure 3.15 - Facade retention being applied to an old building in order to make space for a new development, corner of Nelson and Wellesley Street. Figure 3.16 - The inside of the building when facade retention is in progress.
Figure 3.17 - Proposed outcome of the new development applying facade retention in order to occupy the site of an old building.
Dealing with Historic Buildings
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The second element of this project revolves around planning and developing the remaining area 
of the site in which the historic building is located. The intention is to adopt current policies for 
intensification of inner city sites, in order to release profits from a housing development that can be 
used to pay for the work to Carlile House, for the benefit of the United Church of Tonga community. 
Some of the remaining site will therefore need to be housing designed for an open market; some 
will be designed for occupation on variable tenure styles by members of the community.
In many ways intensification existed in early times and imitates the pre-modern idea of urbanism. 
Back then people had to live far more densely and packed together due to the fact that they had to 
be in close proximity to the living necessities. This idea of compact living of the pre-modern city 
changed with the introduction of the automobile. It allowed people to travel further a lot faster and 
easier, providing them with the option to live outside the city centre. However, in time this became 
a more frequent occurrence resulting in an endless expansion of the city. This led to farm land and 
forests around the fringes of the city being used for residential purposes.  City sprawl results in 
the need of new infrastructure which is unsustainable and also leads to long commutes and busy 
highways.25
“Growth is inevitable and desirable, but destruction of community character is not. The question 
is not whether your part of the world is going to change. The question is how?”26
        Edward T. McMahon
25) “Stopping the Sprawl: 8 Reformed Suburban Housing Schemes,” Collection, March 22, 2016, 
accessed September 24, 2016, http://architizer.com/blog/reformed-suburban-visions/. 
26) “Sustainable Cities Collective,” December 20, 2011, accessed June 13, 2016, http://www.
sustainablecitiescollective.com/chuck-wolfe/32859/sharing-15-quotations-about-cities.
4.0 Dealing with Population Growth
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Figure 4.1 - Projected population change - North Island (2013 - 2028).
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4.1 Intensification 
Intensification has a simple purpose: to use the already developed city fabric to accommodate the 
rising population of a city through denser planning. It reduces the horizontal expansion/sprawl of 
the city and it provides more people, jobs and services in closer proximity to one another.
In order to achieve its aim, intensification uses various strategies which have the same purpose: 
to allow for more dwellings to be built on less land. The most important ones are the increase of 
building height and the reduction of unit sizes creating a more compact and denser outcome.27
Density is usually measured to produce a ratio calculation with the most common being the 
one known as dwellings per hectare. There are other ratios such as; the floor area ratio and the 
habitable rooms per hectare, which allow us to gain a more abstract and generic understanding 
of density. Important information is gained when viewing and comparing these calculations. 
Comparison allows us to understand the building in more detail and how well the site has been 
used.28 However visiting a high density complex allows an understanding of the interaction created 
between the building and its occupants, the subjective performance which only occurs if the 
building is inhabited. The calculations also provide limitations as they do not inform us at all about 
the design and architecture of the building, (the so called ‘hard performance’).29  
In order to achieve a successful housing development, the project will be looking further than just 
numbers and will investigate; orientation, access, parking facilities, circulation, exterior private 
spaces, communal spaces, type of dwellings, perception of the building, usability of the space, 
participation of users, appropriation of space, flexibility, and privacy.
 4.1.1 Advantages
Scholars studying the topic of intensification argue that higher density in a city can provide cheaper 
public transport, more energy efficient buildings, and allow for a variety of housing types to suit 
occupants with different needs.30
Intensification uses already developed land that also benefits the wider city as it preserves farm 
land and reduces deforestation. The close proximity of attached houses and apartments allow 
single buildings to be more energy efficient. The contiguity of these housing types provides fewer 
external walls and more internal walls than a detached dwelling which results in a more efficient 
heating and ventilation design. 
27) Ken Mortimer, Why density?: Debunking the Myth of the Cubic Watermelon. (Vitoria-Gasteiz, 
Spain: A+T Architecture Publishers, 2015), 54-58.
28) Mortimer, Why Density? - Debunking the Myth of the Cubic Watermelon, 54-59 
29) Mortimer, Why Density? - Debunking the Myth of the Cubic Watermelon, 136-137 
30) “Good and Bad Urban Density,” 2012, accessed July 21, 2016, http://www.csbe.org/publications-
and-resources/urban-crossroads/good-and-bad-urban-density/. 
Figure 4.2 - Population density of 
Auckland (1996 - 2011 Censuses).
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Intensification places people’s houses in closer proximity to their everyday necessities: work, 
school, malls, and libraries. Due to the fact that most locations are in walking distance this 
approach allows and encourages people to walk in order to reach their destination, providing many 
health as well as environmental benefits. Public transport becomes a more common way of getting 
around in a denser city, reducing the car traffic congestion as well as the air pollution produced by 
private vehicles. The compact city also allows the city’s infrastructure; (public transport, water and 
sewage lines, garbage collection, electricity grid, et cetera) to cover a smaller area. This inevitably 
increases the load on the existing infrastructure however it is proven that it is significantly cheaper 
and easier to serve many people in a small area than to serve a few people in many different areas.
 4.1.2 Disadvantages
Intensification which is not completely resolved, however, also often neglects the basic necessities 
for a healthy lifestyle and ignores vital aspects of people’s wellbeing. As many projects have 
already proven when aspects of identity, privacy, sunlight, natural ventilation and sustainability 
are overlooked it leads to cities with slums and people who believe their standards have been 
assaulted, resulting in intensification being seen as a bad way of dealing with population growth.
One major aspect that needs to be considered is how much density and building height a certain 
city can handle. This depends on the size of the streets and the availability of infrastructure services 
that exist or can be produced. These limits should not be exceeded as that is when we begin to 
see social, economic and environmental issues within the city. Another aspect to consider is the 
zonings that should be applied to ensure and encourage a healthy mix of uses in each area, such 
as places one can live, work and also play, this will lower congestion by reducing the need to 
travel long distances in order to reach a desired destination on a daily basis. This would mean that 
pedestrian access and public transport would be used more and would require careful planning.
Some theorists argue that the most important aspect of intensification is the requirement of open 
spaces that create breaks amongst the dense city fabric. They are needed to be the ‘green lungs’ 
of the city and provide the public with spaces to occupy and in which to interact with one another, a 
place that gives the city a breath of fresh air and a break from the concrete jungle that intensification 
can create.31
These aspects all need to be carefully considered as well as retaining some of the heritage fabric 
that gives the city character and value without hindering the value of lifestyle of the city’s occupants.
31) Peter Clark, The European City and Green Space: London, Stockholm, Helsinki and St. Petersburg, 
1850-2000. (Aldershot, England: Ashgate, 2006).
Figure 4.3 - Population density of 
Auckland (2016 - 2031 projection).
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4.2 Sprawl   
 
Urban sprawl is the opposite approach of intensification to deal with population growth. It 
refers to the horizontal geographical expansion of a city which usually takes over empty and 
undeveloped rural/farm land. This movement from the city to a quiet location is usually caused 
by the search of a better lifestyle and this has been the way people in New Zealand have lived 
for many years. 
 4.2.1 Advantages
The advantages of urban sprawl are the opposite to intensification strategies. Amongst urban 
theorists, Rem Koolhaas for example explains, “it (sprawl) represents an opportunity for 
reinvention and fantasy free from nostalgia or provincial habit”.  He admires the generic’s 
accessibility, impermanence, economy of imagination, and malleable lack of authenticity or 
moralizing agenda.”32
Houses become cheaper as you move further away from the city centre. The separation of 
the dwellings combined with larger sites results in bigger dwellings with larger private open 
space. Houses with different typologies are easily constructed on clean sites without a lot of 
consideration of the surroundings needed.
 
32) Owen Graham, Architecture, Ethics and Globalization: Ethics, Efficacy and Architecture in the 
Globalized, ed. Graham Owen (New York: Routledge, 2009), 24. 
Figure 4.5 - Aerial view of Papakura 2010.
Figure 4.4 - Aerial view of Papakura 2016.
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 4.2.2 Disadvantages 
However, like intensification, poorly planned urban sprawl creates issues for the local government 
and the environment. 
The infrastructure system becomes less efficient and harder to maintain for this solution of 
population growth. People are more isolated from necessities and higher vehicle use results in 
longer commutes, more pollution, congested highways and more traffic fatalities. This affects the 
overall sense of a city: as Arnold J. Toynbee says “A city that outdistances man’s walking powers 
is a trap for man.”33  This is further supported by Cyril Connolly when he describes that “No city 
should be too large for a man to walk out of in a morning.”34 
As it uses rural land, urban sprawl converts agricultural land for residential purposes. This is 
also one of the problems Auckland is facing due to its expansion. 16 % of good farming dark 
brown, volcanic soil in Pukekohe has been used for urbanization and more is in danger due to the 
city’s new plans of outwards growth. “We are genuinely worried the elite soils are getting eaten 
up for housing,” says Bharat Bhana, whose family have been growing vegetables in Pukekohe 
since 1957.”35 Other important environmental areas such as forest and wildlife habitats are also in 
danger if the city’s boundaries are not controlled.
It is clear to see that urbanization or urban sprawl has been around for a long time and despite its 
benefits it has a large amount of negative effects not just to its occupants but to the whole city. 
Expansion is something that we cannot control as people will continue to move away from the 
city centre in search of a better lifestyle. We have to decrease the number of people moving in 
order to save our cities from losing vital aspects of urban life, and to prevent societies becoming 
disconnected. 
33) “Sustainable Cities Collective,” December 20, 2011, accessed June 10, 2016, http://www.sustaina-
blecitiescollective.com/chuck-wolfe/32859/sharing-15-quotations-about-cities. 
34) “Sustainable Cities Collective,” December 20, 2011, accessed June 13, 2016, http://www.sustaina-
blecitiescollective.com/chuck-wolfe/32859/sharing-15-quotations-about-cities. 
35) “Unitary Plan - Hopes and Fears for a New City - Business - NZ Herald News,” July 26, 2016, accessed 
July 21, 2016, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_id=3&objectid=11681110. 
Figure 4.7 - Aerial view of Papakura 1959.
Figure 4.6 - Aerial view of Papakura 1996.
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4.3 Density in Auckland
 
The government have tried to address the problem the city is facing today several times since 
1927. They understand the high cost of sprawl and the problems it creates. However, with cheaper 
land on the outskirts of the city both government and developers have been afraid to move away 
for the present idea of the suburban house typology in Auckland.36 
  
For a long time, the typical example of Auckland housing has been known to be the single storey, 
weatherboard houses placed on a large piece of land in the suburbs of the city. However, with free 
land running out resulting in the increase of land value and the introduction of new rules by the 
government, Auckland is moving towards becoming a denser city.
Auckland is currently developing under the rules set out by the Unitary Plan, adopted in September 
2016.  The Unitary Plan proposes that about 260,000 new dwellings will be constructed in the 
current urban fabric with around 140,000 also being developed around the city fringes. These new 
developments aim to house up to a million people by 2041.37 
The main aim of the plan is to create a higher quality, more compact city with a variety of house 
types such as; townhouses, apartments and terraced houses. It strives to reduce the urban sprawl 
to rural/green land and reduce section sizes. It aims to achieve that through the rezoning of existing 
suburbs to allow for taller buildings with higher density.38
Grey Lynn (the suburb in which the project site is located) is one of those suburbs.  
The plan shown by the maps in Appendix A proposes that the final outcome will accommodate the 
same amount of people as the population of Hamilton in new areas, on green land.39  
This project will be aiming to find a new solution for Auckland in order to demonstrate that a high 
density housing complex can be combined with other functions and the entire site does not have 
to serve only residential purposes.
36) David Turner, Housing in The City - Handbook 16, (Auckland, New Zealand: Unitec, 2016), 5. 
37) “Unitary Plan Blueprint - the Big Issues - National - NZ Herald News,” July 23, 2016, accessed July 
21, 2016, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=11679631. 
38) “Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan,” accessed July 21, 2016, http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.
govt.nz/Pages/Plan/Book.aspx?exhibit=ProposedAucklandUnitaryPlan. 
39) “Transport for Future Urban Growth,” 2010, accessed July 23, 2016, https://at.govt.nz/pro-
jects-roadworks/transport-for-future-urban-growth/. 
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Figure 4.8 - Example of a density housing development in Auckland, redeveloped versus original.
Figure 4.9 - Example of a density housing development in Auckland, (leaky) original on the right, 
redeveloped on the left
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The Unitary Plan is also looking at the option of removing certain restrictions in order to 
increase the residential construction rate to and help the housing crisis of the city. During the 
1990’s the government tried relaxing the rules of the building code however this only lead 
to the greatest disaster in New Zealand housing history. Builders took advantage of this and 
constructed houses by cutting cost and basic rules established in the past. This resulted in a 
housing type that did not work with the wet climate of the city.40
Looking further through the history of housing in New Zealand it was clear that from the first 
settlers to the current time that New Zealand has a culture that borrows from overseas and 
adapts to suit the living conditions of the country. It was also determined that New Zealand 
housing adapts to accommodate for the social changes of any time.41 
With the rapidly growing population of Auckland city it is time we borrow from overseas and 
the high-density housing typology becomes accepted as part of the New Zealand home ideal.
“A city is the place of availabilities. It is the place where a small boy, as he walks through it, may 
see something that will tell him what he wants to do his whole life.”42
Louis Kahn 
With a better understanding of both topics, intensification and sprawl and keeping in mind that 
Auckland is already a very low density city, the project will be looking at intensification of the 
existing fabric. A city can thrive from the process of intensification when carried out carefully 
and considerately. With its current urban challenges it is definitely a suitable and sensible option 
for Auckland. It is a solution that can help improve social, economic, and environmental issues 
that the city is facing. 
When applying both points of the strategy, intensification through density housing and adaptive 
reuse of a historic site, I believe the neighborhoods of Auckland can have a positive and valued 
historic future as well as housing that serves as assistance to the housing crisis and provides 
for a pleasant lifestyle within close proximity to work and general needs.
40) “The New Zealand Home - Series 2015, Episode 6 - TVNZ OnDemand,” 2016, accessed July 23, 
2016, https://www.tvnz.co.nz/ondemand/the-new-zealand-home.
41) “Watch the New Zealand Home - Series 2015, Episode 1 - Episode 7 - TVNZ OnDemand,” 2016, 
accessed July 23, 2016, https://www.tvnz.co.nz/ondemand/the-new-zealand-home. 
42) “Sustainable Cities Collective,” December 20, 2011, accessed July 23, 2016, http://www.sustaina-
blecitiescollective.com/chuck-wolfe/32859/sharing-15-quotations-about-cities. 
Figure 4.10 - Free rural land in Whitford being used for a new housing development.
Figure 4.11 - Advertisement of the new housing development that is going to be built on farm land in Whitford.
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Precedents have been explored in order to gain an insight into how different techniques and design 
attributes could assist in the design process. They illustrate and educate on ways of approaching 
and solving issues of the chosen topics. 
The first type of precedents investigated in the project are high density housing. There are many 
examples of high quality housing architecture in the history of 20th century urban building in 
Europe, and elsewhere. The following projects have been selected to illustrate in a small sample 
some of the opportunities that this typology offers, generally using housing developed in similar 
climates to Auckland’s.
Precedent Study
5.0 Precedent Study
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Figure 5.1 - Odhams Walk, Covent Garden, London WC2, Great London Council Architects Department. 
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5.1 Alvenaria Social Housing
Architect(s): Fela Atelier 
Location: Lisbon, Portugal
Date: 2013
This precedent was an entry for a social housing competition in Lisbon. It aimed to resolve the 
problem of indifference in the area by using a single intervention in order to create a new identity. 
The solution is a 2.55 meter cube module which moves away from the static designs and allows 
the units to develop iteratively by providing variations and multiplications. The module presents 
ground rules for the design layout of the interior of the dwellings and at the same time it is flexible, 
allowing for different typologies to be explored. This is an approach to be developed during the 
design process of the project. 
The size of the cube is suitable for rooms such as the kitchen and the bathroom however the 
bedrooms and living areas are too narrow to provide for comfort and the expected life style of a 
New Zealander. The addition of more than one cube per room could be a possible and easy solution 
to this problem. However further investigation is to be carried out during the design process in 
order to find a dimension that not only takes on board function and comfort but considers structure.
The terrace style achieved by setting back each level allows for open public and private spaces. 
This approach will provide a change of the monotype villa house style of the surrounding suburb 
and add variety to the landscape.
The precedent uses external vertical circulation, however this is only appropriate for certain 
countries’ climates like Portugal. The weather in New Zealand will not allow for this approach of 
circulation through the complex. Therefore an alternative such as covered walkways and entries to 
each dwelling will be required. 
The veranda is an aspect that will be considered as it has been carried throughout the history of the 
NZ housing typology since the first settlers and is also seen in the Maori Whare.
Figure 5.4 - Section view through Alvenaria Social Housing.  Figure 5.5 - Chosen arrangement of floor plans for Alvenaria Social Housing.  
Figure 5.3 - Model of a possible arrangement for the housing complex.  
Figure 5.2 - Arranging modular cubes to explore different solution. 
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There are aspects that have been taken from this precedent that will assist in my design process 
and could be applied to the building design:
•   The idea of modular rooms which can be repeated in different layout to respond to the           
      site. This will allow each unit to be designed to respond to the environment and allow for          
      maximum natural sunlight and ventilation. 
•   Materials to be considered when deciding the size of the module. (4.2 is suitable for        
      timber structure) 
•   The module size of the precedent will not meet the expectation of comfortable living in a      
      New Zealand home as it is too small and research for a more suitable module will have to     
      be carried out during the design process.
•   Setting back each level allows for open public and private space and adds character to the        
      finished building. 
Figure 5.7 - Possible arrangements of floor plans for Alvenaria Social Housing.  
Figure 5.6 - Exterior view overlooking the housing complex.
Precedent Study
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5.2 Kingo Housing
Architect(s): Jørn Utzon
Location: Helsingør, Denmark 
Project Year: 1958
This precedent was originally developed for a competition in Sweden. However as it did not win 
and secure the commission it was built in Helsingør, Denmark instead.
The project utilizes the adaptive approach of Utzon, which begins with designing a single unit 
and develops from there. Each following unit is designed separately and they all pay respect to 
their surrounding topography and context. The positioning of the dwellings on the site follows the 
contours to provide for natural lighting, views, shelter, privacy and enclosure, the outcome of this 
is a wave-like layout or as Utzon describes it; “flowers on the branch of a cherry tree, each turning 
towards the sun.” Approaching a sloping site this way gives each dwelling an opportunity for 
maximum advantage. Four different floor plan designs of single story dwellings have been repeated 
throughout the project. This results in the project only achieving 20 Dwellings per Hectare(DPH), 
which is too low to allow it to be used as example of density, therefore other aspects have been 
explored.
Each unit is located on the same size site of 15 meters by 15 meters. The three bedroom dwellings 
use a L-shape floor plan and separates the functions, dedicating one wing for sleeping and the 
other for living. This is similar to the approach taken by the Maori people of New Zealand as 
they separate their functions by putting them in different buildings. However, the idea of the New 
Zealand home today is open plan with the removal of walls and minimum division of rooms. The 
units also do not exceed 104m 2 meters squared, making them small and economical but also 
allowing them to be easily adapted to the site. 
All units have a private open space. The privacy is created by enclosure, two sides of the square 
site have been blocked by the L-shaped dwellings and the other two use walls with different heights. 
This restricts the size of the private space of each dwelling however the architects compensated by 
creating a large landscaped communal space. 
Precedent Study
Figure 5.11 - Elevations of a dwelling part of Kingo Housing development. Figure 5.10 - Plan of a dwelling part of Kingo Housing development. Figure 5.9 - 3D view of a dwelling 
part of Kingo Housing development. 
Figure 5.8 - Site Plan (NTS).
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Overall the aspects that have been explored in this precedent to further enhance the understanding 
of the topic are:
•   The positioning on site in order to provide for natural lighting, solar access, views               
     and privacy,
•   Working with a sloping site and integrating the dwelling with the landscape in      
     order to achieve maximum use of space, 
•   The New Zealand idea of open plan living with minimum separation of rooms.
•   The lack of private open space can be excused by providing public open space.
Figure 5.12 - Exterior view of the walled private space.
Figure 5.13 - Street view of individual dwellings (main entry).
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Beaumont Quarter (Local Example)
Architect(s): Studio Pacific Architecture LTD
Location: Auckland, New Zealand 
Project Year: 2006
Beaumont Quarter is located in close proximity to central Auckland on a 2.4ha site. It has a 
total of 238 units with 33 different housing types creating visual interest and diversity within the 
development.43
This housing development addresses the main aspects of a high density housing complex to a 
standard that has been accepted by New Zealanders and it has been included in the document 
as a local example. 
43) ”Welcome.” Beaumont Quarter - Auckland Design Manual. July 26, 2016. http://www.
aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/project-type/buildings-and-sites/housing/apartments/case-studies/
beaumont-quarter. 
Figure 5.14 - Floor plan of Beaumont Quarter (local example). 
Figure 5.16 - Main vehicle entry of Beaumont Quarter (local example). 
Figure 5.15 - Internal street of Beaumont Quarter (local example). 
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Figure 5.17 - Beaumont Quarter (local example) public open space view (1). Figure 5.18 - Beaumont Quarter (local example) public open space view (2). Figure 5.19 - Beaumont Quarter (local example) public open space view (3). 
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5.3 Five Ways of Achieving a Connection Between Buildings
In the last 20 years we have begun to connect with our past with new approaches to urban design 
that are especially evident through changes of attitude to historic buildings. This is shown in the 
rising number of old buildings being redesigned with the addition of new architecture in order to 
be reused. 
The first part of this project deals with an abandoned historic building and the aim is to demonstrate 
ways in which a high density housing development, using a site close to the city center can assist 
in the restoration of an important heritage building. In this section theories summaried by Kenneth 
Frampton relating to architectural approaches to the relationship of existing to new buildings are 
outlined. Five different approaches with examples have been explored to gain an understanding on 
how to deal with a building of this kind.
Precedent Study
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Figure 5.20 - Old historic building in Auckland, Carlile House - Grey Lynn.
Precedent Study
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5.3.1 Insertion - The Uffizi in Florence, Giorgio Vasari 
This approach has been used for a long time, as demonstrated by the example, ‘The Uffizi’, dating 
back to 1559. The need for extra office spaces in Palazzo Vecchio allowed Giorgio Vasari to make 
use of this intervention and insert his new U-shaped design building into the old and dense volume 
of the city and create a new open space for the people. 
The new piece of architecture creates its own identity, however it works with the old building in 
order to enhance the spatial experience. The memories and emotions embedded into the vernacular 
structure of the old building are combined with the ‘new’ provided by the insertion, which responds 
to the social issues at the time. This ensures the use of the building and therefore expands the 
building’s life.44
Overall this intervention uses existing structure as a protection with the new addition highly 
dependent on it. 
44) Françoise Astorg Bollack and Kenneth Frampton, Old Buildings, New Forms: New Directions in 
Architectural Transformations (New York: The Monacelli Press, 2013), 23-24. 
Precedent Study
Figure 5.21 - Site Plan of 
the Uffizi in Florence.
Figure 5.22 - Aerial view of the Uffizi in Florence. Figure 5.23 - View from the roof overlooking the 
central open space of the Uffizi.
Figure 5.24 - Inside the central open space of the Uffizi in Florence, looking out towards the Arno river.
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Figure 5.25 - Drawing of the Insertion method being applied to Carlile House in Grey Lynn.
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5.3.2 Parasite – Chesterwood Gallery and Visitor Centre, UK. 
The intervention occurs as a new structure is attached to the existing barn in order to extend its 
lifespan. Usually the term parasite refers to; one organism benefiting at the expense of another 
however in this example the relationship between the two is symbiotic. The old building provides 
key functions; structural support, access, readymade integration in the existing historical and 
cultural fabric and an existing infrastructure and in return the new structure allows for extra space 
and as Matthias Sauerbruch suggests, “it offers an invitation to re-read a situation for use that had 
originally not been anticipated”.45
Scale and placement look to be vital aspects of this intervention and require consideration in 
order achieve an outcome that does not take too much away from the original and still work 
cohesively: with different architecture style, materiality, form and bright colour, the “parasite” is 
easily distinguished.46 
This approach requires a strong connection between the new and the old. In order for them to 
benefit from one another the new structure (parasite) must be designed in a way that supports but 
at the same time does not hinder the original structure.
45) Bollack and Frampton, Old Buildings, New Forms: New Directions in Architectural Transformations, 
65. 
46) Bollack and Frampton, Old Buildings, New Forms: New Directions in Architectural Transformations, 
68-73. 
Figure 5.26 - Sketch of the parasite method 
being applied to Chesterwood Gallery and 
Visitor Centre.
Figure 5.27 - Exploded view demonstrating 
existing building (in grey) and the parasitic 
extension (in red).
Figure 5.28 - Different positions of a 
parasite extension to Chesterwood Gallery 
and Visitor Centre.
Figure 5.29 - Exterior view of the parasite extension in relation to the original building.
Precedent Study
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Figure 5.30 - Drawing of the Parasite method being applied to Carlile House in Grey Lynn.
Precedent Study
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5.3.3 Wrap –  Le Fresnoy National Studio for Contemporary Art, France.
This precedent uses the wrapping strategy in order to bring together a series of freestanding 
structures to form an art school. In this case the intervention covers the original buildings with 
a new mantle. It wraps over the existing to create an umbrella which protects the old building 
from the elements and ensures its survival by minimising deconstruction. This approach does not 
enclose the old building completely therefore environmental elements still have some affect on the 
building. To prevent that the building has to be fully encapsulated.
Both partial and complete enclosures often take away important aspects from the original structure 
and remove the architectural function of the authentic walls, windows, doors and roofs.47
 
As seen in the Le Fresnoy example, additional structure has been provided in order to support the 
new addition. This has a large affect on the visual appearance and aesthetic of the old building. 
However, in return. The enclosure creates spaces in between the new and the old with new 
aesthetic and emotional values.
47) Bollack and Frampton, Old Buildings, New Forms: New Directions in Architectural 
Transformations, 113-121. 
Figure 5.31 - Le Fresnoy National Studio 
for Contemporary Art from across the 
road. New vertical circulation standing 
out, in blue. 
Figure 5.33 - New spaces being created 
between new structure and the old building 
after the wrap method has been applied.
Figure 5.32 - New construction in relation 
to the old building. Demonstrating the 
use of different materials, new vertical 
circulation in blue. 
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Figure 5.34 - Drawing of the Wrap method being applied to Carlile House in Grey Lynn.
Precedent Study
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5.3.4 Juxtaposed – Library Expansion in Nembro 
The intervention of juxtaposition is demonstrated by the wing extension added to the public library. 
The new addition is positioned next to the existing building with a separation in order to preserve 
an existing path.48
The approach of placing the new building in contact with the old is also a possible solution often 
seen in this type of intervention. The two buildings have no obvious connection with each other, 
both retaining their original boundaries, and allowing them both to exist independently. The new 
construction has a completely different appearance as it does not borrow architectural elements 
from the old; however, in most cases it adds to the original function of the building. The visual 
separation is further enhanced by the use of different materials, patterns, colours and textures. 
However, this division of the new and old is carefully considered in order to add to the value of 
both buildings.  
48) Bollack and Frampton, Old Buildings, New Forms: New Directions in Architectural Transformations, 
156. 
Figure 5.35 - Street view of the new 
building in relation to the existing.
Figure 5.36 - The difference in facade 
materials and style between the new 
and the old.
Figure 5.37 - Views from the inside of the new building. Figure 5.38 - Views from between the new and the old. 
Figure 5.39 - Floor plan and section of the building.
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Figure 5.40 - Drawing of the Juxtaposed (with gap) method being applied to Carlile House in Grey Lynn.
Figure 5.41 - Drawing of the Juxtaposed (no gap) method being applied to Carlile House in Grey Lynn.
Figure 5.39 - Floor plan and section of the building.
Precedent Study
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5.3.5 Weaving – Mill City Museum
The Mill City Museum interweaves the ruins of the Gold Medal Flour mill with a new structure 
in order to achieve a museum with a richly layered design.49  Although the two have different 
architectural characteristics, the weaving connection between new and old makes it unclear on 
how the building works or is put together. It is hard to establish what architectural elements of the 
old structure have been edited, left intact or eliminated. The two buildings rely on each other so 
much that it is impossible to imagine the new building sitting on its own as a separate object. The 
old building can also no longer be used alone as it has been adapted to serve for the necessities 
of the new construction. 
49) Bollack and Frampton, Old Buildings, New Forms: New Directions in Architectural Transformations, 
204. 
Figure 5.42 - Different views of Mill City Museum demonstrating the weaving method and the strong relationship 
created between old and new.
Figure 5.43 - Mill City Museum before it was redeveloped using the weaving method. Figure 5.44 - Mill City Museum after it was redeveloped using the weaving method.
Precedent Study
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Figure 5.45 - Drawing of the Weaving method being applied to Carlile House in Grey Lynn.
Precedent Study
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Summarising Frampton’s Five Approaches
Overall there are many ways of saving or reworking an old and historic building. Firstly, the building 
can be restored to its original form by keeping in mind the most important elements that gave birth 
to that building in the first place. Secondly, it can be introduced to the present with the least amount 
of interventions possible. Finally, new construction whether it is intruding or sympathetic, can be 
added to the old building. However, to rescue an old building the new result needs to increase the 
contribution to the current social economy. Therefore, if the final outcome allows the public to 
enjoy, use and learn from the old building and preserve its embodied artistic, cultural and physical 
energy, any of the solutions studied above are appropriate. 
During the design part of the project the five ways of achieving a link between old and new will be 
further explored in order to achieve a solution which allows the historic building on site to utilize 
a similar concept to the placement of the painting at Bond 2 Convent Chapel of the Dominican 
16c by Carlo Scarpa (he achieved the same concept with the placement of the horse statue at 
Castelvecchio Verona). The idea of placing an object and allowing it to be seen from different 
locations will ensure that the final solution covers the aspects listed above which make the finished 
outcome appropriate. In this case the idea of the painting will be replaced with the historic building 
on site which will allow for people to interact with it and will give the old construction a new life with 
architecture of the current time. This will turn the abandoned building, currently a negative focal 
point of a neighbourhood, into a positive aspect of the community once again.
Precedent Study
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Figure 5.46 - Drawing of the Facade Retention method being applied to Carlile House in Grey Lynn (not mentioned by Frampton but a common approach of dealing with historic building in New Zealand).
Precedent Study
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5.4 Fonds Régional d’Art Contemporain Nord Pas-de-Calais 
(FRAC) Dunkerque
Architect(s): Local & Vassal (Anne Lacaton architect in charge)
Location: Dunkirk, France
Date: 2013
The aim of this project was to create a new place to house the archives of the Nord-Pas de 
Calais region and at the same time provide an exhibition area. The project takes advantage of the 
derelict workshop located in the port of Dunkirk. However rather than using the existing building, 
which was built in 1949 and holds historical value to the area, to provide for the new functions a 
translucent copy of the original structure is proposed to delicately juxtapose with the old building 
without taking away from it.  
This precedent demonstrates how a new construction can be added to an old building with 
historical value by applying the Juxtaposed approach with the aim of boosting the lifespan of the 
original building without undergoing any changes itself and without competing nor fading by the 
new structure.
To achieve its purpose the example creates a singular and symbolic object which is an identical 
double in terms of shape and size to the original building. The new building is attached to the side 
with consideration of its surroundings and program. The concept is further enhanced by the use 
of minimal structure. With light and bioclimatic envelope this skin allows for transparency and 
minimal intervention. If not considered properly with the right materials and positioning the building 
will take away rather than positively enhance and add to the original. This will be something that 
will be explored further during the design stage of the project.
Combining the techniques used in this precedent, such as the materiality and placement and Carlo 
Scarpa’s idea of visual connection to the piece of art, will allow for transparency on the site and 
therefore a more successful celebration of the existing historic building can be achieved. 
Figure 5.50 - Ground Floor Plan of FRAC, new construction. Figure 5.51 - First Floor Plan FRAC, new construction.Figure 5.49 - Section of FRAC, old building on the left, new construction on the right.
Figure 5.48- Inside views of FRAC, new construction.
Figure 5.47 - Exterior views of FRAC, old building on the left, new construction on the right.
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The shape of the original building cannot be duplicated as it has been done in this precedent due 
to the fact that the size of Carlile house is not big enough to house the desired function (serve as 
a new church for the United Church of Tonga)
Environmental aspects will require consideration if similar materiality is applied to the extension of 
Carlile House.
The aspects that this precedent has explored are;
•   Successful demonstration of juxtaposed approach to allow for a new function on site.
•   Addition to an old, historic building without taking away from the original.
•   Transparency  through design by the use of minimal structure with light and bioclimatic        
      envelop (corrugated polycarbonate).
Figure 5.52 - Ground Floor Plan of the church occupying part 
of the site of Carlile House and calculation of the floor area. 
Figure 5.53 - First Floor Plan of the church occupying part 
of the site of Carlile House and calculation of the floor area. 
Figure 5.54 - Floor area calculations of Carlile House. 
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A survey of potential sites was carried out and a map was created to show the location of possible 
examples of heritage buildings for this study. The majority of the sites are located in Central 
Auckland and the Central Business District, with the others scattered throughout West Auckland 
and the North Shore. 
Seven main criteria were established to assist in choosing an appropriate site: size of the section, 
location of the site, form of the building occupying the site, age of the construction, historical value 
held by the building, surroundings of the site and potential of the historic building to be preserved. 
These criteria were used to further investigate the buildings selected in order to identify a site 
that will enable the project to reach its potential. These criteria meant that smaller buildings like 
individual houses were able to be eliminated. Other sites were rejected from further research as they 
have current development plans or have already been developed: an example is a new Bunnings 
Warehouse, located in Arch Hill, Central Auckland.  Further examples of abandoned buildings, 
eliminated from consideration are included with brief descriptions in Appendix B (Takapuna, Green 
Lane Hotel, Old New Lynn Hotel, Challenge House, New Lynn Church).
The site selected for this project meets the seven criteria listed above. The size of the section 
combined with the location and shape of the historic building on the site provided significant amount 
of leftover space to be developed. The location of the chosen site has already been introduced to 
the high density typology and is in close proximity to everyday necessities. The monotone villa 
typology surrounding the site causes the old building, Carlile House, which has been abandoned 
for a long period of time, to stand out. There is an appreciable potential for the historic building to 
be preserved and reinstated as a positive part of the community once again.
Site Research
6.0 Site Research 
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Figure 6.1 - Map of abandoned buildings around Auckland that have been studied. 
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7.1 Carlile House - Grey Lynn
Completed in 1886, this is a 120-year-old, two-storey building with a Classical-Italianate style with 
brick construction and limestone dressings, occupying a 3389 square meters site. It has multiple 
wings and additional smaller structures and has been un-used for the past 40 years.  Having 
served diverse purposes for different owners over its lifetime the building has a large historic value 
and it is a building important to the history of Auckland city as a whole.
 7.1.1 Social Significance 
“The social significance or value of a place and its ability to demonstrate or represent
distinctive aspects, change or continuity in the way of life of New Zealand and/or
characteristics of New Zealand society.”50 
Carlile House initially addressed the concerns of child welfare, education and it continued to serve 
as a children’s home for 30 years after the preferred method of child welfare became foster care 
around 1900.
The building was completely funded by its benefactor Sir Edward Costly and it has important 
associations with him and many other people and groups including Sister Cecil, Napier Hukarere 
School, the Church Army, the Auckland Alternative School and the Tongan Community.
 7.1.2 Aesthetic Significance 
“The aesthetic significance or value of a place is its ability to respond to the senses. It considers 
the formal qualities of the fabric and setting such as the form, scale, materials, quality of spaces 
etc. It addresses the design and architectural aspects of the place.”51 
50) Matthews & Matthews Architects, Carlile House -Draft Conservation Plan (Auckland, New Zea-
land, August 2003), 24.
51) Matthews & Matthews Architects, Carlile House -Draft Conservation Plan, 24.
Chosen Site
7.0 Chosen Site
Figure 7.1 - Closer view of the chosen building. Carlile House 
on the right, Tongan Church on the left, looking southeast.
Figure 7.2 - Carlile House dominating the corner of Richmond Road 
as approaching along the footpath from Ponsonby, looking southwest.
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Designed by the architect Robert Roberts, Carlile House is a substantial and well recognised 
building in the Grey Lynn and Ponsonby area serving as a local landmark. It presents a unique 
example of the style of classic Italianate design. The commonly used wood that is used to 
construct classic villas in Grey Lynn contrasts with the brick and stone of the Carlile House, which 
also defines a major protruding corner on Richmond Road.
 7.1.3 Technological Significance
“The technological significance or value of a place is its ability to provide information about past 
human activity or technical data about the fabric. It is concerned with the physical survival of the 
fabric and the use of that fabric as evidence.” 52
Despite being neglected over recent years and losing some of its external decoration, the building 
provides us with some understanding of the contemporary tastes in design, detailing and finishing. 
On the inside the building was planned and designed to serve its occupants and address the 
concern at the time of healthy lifestyle; nevertheless the interior of the building also seems to be 
well detailed.
 7.1.4 Historical Significance 
“The historical significance or value of a place, and its ability to demonstrate an association with 
important representative aspects of New Zealand’s history. This might include an association with 
persons, ideas or events. It includes the history of all the above concepts.”53
The building has served the community in many different ways over its existence. These diverse 
functions allowed for many relationships between the community and the building to be established. 
Because of these relationships and its distinct character the historical significance of this building 
is highly valued within the Grey Lynn community.
It began life as a training institute which was taken over by the Anglican Church in 1908 and served 
as children’s home until 1930. For a short period of time the building was then used to house Maori 
Girls’ School from Hawkes Bay following the earthquake in 1931; that function was followed by 
New Zealand Church Army and temporary use by Department of Social Welfare. In 1976 it was 
sold to its current owner The United Church of Tonga (UCT) and it now reflects Auckland’s increase 
of the Pacific Island population in the late twentieth century, especially in the suburb of Grey Lynn.54
52) Matthews & Matthews Architects, Carlile House -Draft Conservation Plan, 24.
53) Matthews & Matthews Architects, Carlile House -Draft Conservation Plan, 24.
54) Joan McKenzie, Registration Report Costley Training Institute (Former), (Auckland, New Zealand: 
NZHPT, 27 April 2011), 9-20. 
Chosen Site
Figure 7.3 - View of the chosen building as approaching from Ponsonby along Richmond Road. Carlile House 
on the right, Tongan Church on the left, looking south.
Figure 7.4 - Current vehicle entry to the chosen site, located on the 
eastern boundary and accessed via Dickens Street, looking west.
Figure 7.5 - View of the western boundary of the site towards 
the chosen site from Chamberlain Street, looking north.
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7.3 Issues
The only building currently being used is the church, as the owners claim that the rest of the 
buildings cannot accommodate their needs and have been left with no maintenances due to lack of 
funds. Multiple different offers by the government to buy or help in maintaining the historic building 
have been declined.
Despite the fact that the current owners lack sufficient funding to maintain the whole property the 
United Church of Tonga does not want to sell or give the site away.  In an article in the New Zealand 
Herald chairman of the church’s board James Prescott claims that the seismic strengthening, 
repairs and refurbishment of Carlile House could cost up to $6 million: “funds which the church 
does not have.”56
In the same article the former Auckland City Council claims that it has had numerous unsuccessful 
negotiations with the United Church of Tonga to purchase the complex. “Auckland Council has 
been in discussion with the owners for some time to attempt to find a resolution. To assist in these 
discussions, conservation architects, engineers and quantity surveyors have been engaged to give 
advice on the costs of restoration.”57
 
56) “Church and Council Seek Solution on Historic Building - Business - NZ Herald News,” June 
4, 2014, accessed July 27, 2016, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objec-
tid=11266966.
57) “Church and Council Seek Solution on Historic Building - Business - NZ Herald News,” June 
4, 2014, accessed July 27, 2016, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objec-
tid=11266966.
Chosen Site
7.2 Recent History as a UCT Property
The building has a high potential to be restored due to its structural condition and can also be 
added to as there is plenty of under-used space on the site.  However, nothing has been done 
inside the building since 1976. The United Church of Tonga would like to build a community 
house for the youth and a hall on the site; they consider that a renovated building will not 
accommodate their needs. Because of its historic value demolition applications have been 
denied, and they are unable to achieve their development programme due to lack of funds.55
From this summary analysis it becomes clear that the project will take on board the two separate 
parts that were researched at the beginning of the document; 
(i)   The re-use through restoration and re-designation of functions of the existing structure; 
(ii)  The planning and development of the remaining area of the property, for housing at  
       higher density to comply with current intensification policy under the new Auckland   
       Unitary Plan. 
Further research which plays a role in the design part of the project has been included in the 
Appendix C.
55) “Rising from the Dead - Aucklander - the Aucklander News,” December 13, 2007, accessed July27, 
2016, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/aucklander/news/article.cfm?c_id=1503378&objectid=10964442.
Figure 7.7 - Current church occupying the site of Carlile House. Built in 1978, only building currently being used.
Figure 7.6 - Inside the church, standing at the altar looking north towards the seats.
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With significant change to the demographic situation,  fewer numbers of Pacific Islanders are 
now living in the suburb of Grey Lynn and members of the church have to travel far to attend 
services. Therefore the first approach was to assume the Council would buy the complex from 
its current owner (the United Church of Tonga) and help them relocate to a suburb with higher 
Pacific Island population, meaning the current owners of the site will not be incorporated into 
the final design solution. The outcome will not be aimed at a specific audience or culture group 
and the housing complex on the site will be designed for anyone. However, after the initial 
research it became clear that the Pacific Islanders (Tongans in particular) have made large 
contributions to the history of the suburb and the site. In order to maintain this part of history 
and culture within Grey Lynn, pushing this community out was not considered to be the right 
approach. 
This also led to the possible second approach: the solution was to completely design for the 
current owners of the property in order to bring the Pacific Islander community back to the 
suburb of Grey Lynn. This included a proposal for a housing complex for the church community 
and a redevelopment of the current church. This approach was not of personal interest: there 
is a strong sense, from the site’s history, that the building has a role in the city that cannot be 
served by exclusive ownership and effectively private use.  
The last solution which was chosen was the combination of the two approaches listed above. 
This solution proposes to keep and redevelop the church on the site in order to preserve 
the diminishing Pacific Islander Community in Grey Lynn. The solution also proposes a new 
development of density housing to be constructed on the site in order to help the housing 
shortage and demonstrate that we do not need a ‘clean slate’ in order to be able to construct 
high density housing developments. The owners of the complex will in return pay for the 
construction of a new church and the maintenance of Carlile House. This approach will allow 
for the Carlile House not only to be maintained but also celebrated and enjoyed by not only the 
residents of the site but also the public.
The chosen solution is the best approach in order to obtain permission to build housing on the 
historic site and at the same time saving a building with historical significance to Auckland. 
This approach also supports the Pacific Islander community in Grey Lynn as they were a big 
part of the development of Auckland and especially the suburb of Grey Lynn.
Chosen Site
Figure 7.8 - Original church to occupy the site of Carlile House. Built in 1913, demolished during an attempt to extend 
it in 1978.
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8.0 Design Proposal
The design of the project began by further investigating the plans and measurements of Carlile 
House to find out whether any patterns of construction could be discovered, and possibly applied 
further throughout the new development in order to create connection between old and new. 
Figure 8.1 - Further analysing the floor plan of the main building (Carlile House). 
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8.1 Housing Planning
Approximately six meters by seven meters was the grid used in Carlile House. A grid with the 
same dimensions that ran in relation to the two roads (Dickens Street and Chamberlain Street) was 
applied on the site to help create a layout which was used for the housing complex. This allowed 
the project to take a similar approach to the precedent studied of modular housing (‘Alvenaria 
Social Housing’) and even though it might not display the relationship created at first glance, 
looking further into the development it will uncover the hidden relationship to the historic building 
on site.
 
Each housing unit was dedicated two slots of the grid (7 meters by 12 meters). The 84m2 total 
allowed for units which were above the average size (76m2) of new dwellings built in the UK, but 
it compares poorly with Australia and Denmark and was even smaller than the average home in 
Japan (92m2).58
By dedicating two slots to every unit there was a lack of variety in unit sizes to suit different family 
groups but the grid also created a few design concerns. The narrow but long floor plan could 
be good in terms of allowing for access from multiple directions and also at least two external 
walls to each unit however it could create some internal layout problems. Achieving a good living 
environment will have to be thought through as the middle of the units might lack fresh air and 
natural light.
Different unit sizes and more variety can be provided by increasing the number of grid squares 
used for each unit. Adding or removing a square will create a housing complex with variety of floor 
plan shapes and unit layouts; this works better with the site than the monotone rectangular shape 
unit provided by only having units with two squares. 
By positioning the grid in relation to the roads, the final layout of the housing development had 
a good relationship with the two roads however they sat in an awkward angle to Carlile House. 
This created hard to use, leftover space on the site and it did not achieve a desirable relationship 
between the new housing construction and the old historic building.
 
58) Robert Dalziel and Sheila Cortale, A House in the City. Home Truths in Urban Architecture, ed. Tim 
Battle (London: RIBA Enterprises, 2013), 43.
Design Proposal
Figure 8.2 - Site plan with measurements, identifying the positioning of Carlile house.
Figure 8.3 - Grid (7 meters by 6 meters) in relation to the roads placed over the site of 
Carlile House.
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Figure 8.4 - 3D sketch of a possible housing layout 
using the grid in relation to the road (housing in red).
Figure 8.5 - Floor plan of the housing 
layout above (housing in red).
Design Proposal
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Figure 8.6 - 3D sketch of a second possible housing layout 
using the grid in relation to the roads (housing in red).
Figure 8.7 - Floor plan of the housing 
layout above (housing in red).
Design Proposal
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8.2 Integrating Carlile House
In order to achieve a better relationship with the historic building on site, an identical size grid to the 
one before was positioned on the same angle as Carlile House rather than in relation to the roads. 
The same approach was taken in regards to unit size with the same problems recurring. The final 
layout responded well to Carlile House but the relationship with the streets was lost.
Design Proposal
Figure 8.8 - Grid (7 meters by 6 meters) in relation to the main building (Carlile House) placed over the site.
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Figure 8.9 - 3D sketch of a possible housing layout using 
the grid in relation to the main building (housing in red).
Figure 8.10 - Floor plan of the housing 
layout above (housing in red).
Design Proposal
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The obvious thing to do in order to achieve both, relationship to the roads and to Carlile House was 
to combine the two grids. Around the boundary the straight grid needed to be used to allow the 
units to relate to the road and on the inner part of the complex the angled grid were incorporated to 
achieve the concept developed by Carlo Scarpa mentioned earlier in the document. In this concept, 
the historic building was the primary focus and was to be seen from different viewpoints in order to 
display the importance of the building. This also provided for a more usable external open spaces. 
The outcome was big masses rather than individual units as the housing was treated as a whole 
block rather separate dwellings.
Figure 8.11 - Grid (7 meters by 6 meters) in relation to the main building (Carlile House) and Grid (7 meters by 
6 meters) in relation to the roads combined and placed over the site.
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Figure 8.12 - 3D sketch of a possible housing layout 
using the combined grid (housing in red).
Figure 8.13 - Floor plan of the housing 
layout above (housing in red).
Design Proposal
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In this strategy the church became an important aspect of the project. As demonstrated previously 
in the document, further research of Carlile House made it clear that adaptive reuse was unable 
to be used to relocate the church into the historic building therefore a church had to be positioned 
somewhere on the site. With a satisfactory housing layout the only place left for the church was 
the courtyard in the middle of the site. This made it part of the complex but at the same time it was 
detached from the housing development. Being positioned in the middle of the site also made it the 
focal point of the courtyard and getting the right shape was crucial. To create the same relationship 
as the housing development the same combined grid was used and every possible position and 
shape explored. The chosen shape was simple so it does not dominate the main building and take 
away from its importance; it also is placed in a way that replicates what was there before (the old 
wing extensions). The materiality of the church is another important aspect which will play a vital 
role in creating a building that does not take away from and dominate the historic structure. To 
achieve this, the church has been treated, at a preliminary design stage as a glass feature added 
to Carlile House 
Figure 8.14 - Possible church location one, (in red) in relation to Carlile House and the new housing development.
Figure 8.15 - Possible church location two, (in red) in relation to Carlile House and the new housing development. Figure 8.16 - Possible church location three, (in red) in relation to Carlile House and the new housing development.
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Figure 8.17 - Possible church location four, (in red) in relation to Carlile House and the new housing development.
Figure 8.18 - Possible church location five, (in red) in relation to Carlile House and the new housing development.
Figure 8.19 - Possible church location six, (in red) in relation to Carlile House and the new housing development.
Figure 8.20 - Possible church location seven, (in red) in relation to Carlile House and the new housing development.
Design Proposal
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8.3 Developing the Housing Design
Looking further into the housing part of the project the grid size, 6 meters by 7 meters was not a 
suitable grid dimension for a high density housing complex. Individual slots were too small to be 
used for single units however adding them together also created problems. Floor plan areas of the 
dwellings were increasing by a large amount every time a new square was added which limited 
the variety of units that could be achieved for a high density complex. So a more detailed study 
into sizes of room and units was made in order to find more appropriate dimensions for the grid. 
A 4.5m by 4.5m square seemed to be a better size. The square room of 4.5 by 4.5m is versatile in 
its room typology and can be applied to living, kitchen and dining as well as double bedrooms. The 
space provided is generous as well as allowing daylight to fill the room if windows are only able 
to be placed in one of the four walls. These measurements have been around for many years and 
have been used by many architects, for instance 
Le Corbusier in Quartiers Modernes Fruges at Pessac near Bordeaux in 1925.59   
 
4.5 meters however did not work structurally as the aim of the final design of the housing complex 
was to be able to build the last level as a soft (timber) story. A common size of timber span used 
in New Zealand that was close to 4.5 was 4.2 meters. The soft story approach allowed for cheaper 
and lighter construction and the space between two columns created a parking size that worked 
well for the proposed underground car parking. 
4.2 by 4.2 or 17.64m2 was an oversize area for certain rooms such as bathroom, laundry and 
storage, therefore to continue the modular design halving the size was the approach taken in order 
to allow for a larger variety of room sizes.  
Christopher Alexander links ceiling height with degrees of formality from the very low/very intimate 
to very high/very public. Low ceilings demand intimacy, which may not always be appropriate so 
higher ceilings provide greater flexibility.60 
To compensate for the reduction of 0.3m on each side the floor to ceiling height was increased by 
the same amount. The existing minimum height of 2.45 meters was increased by 0.6 meters, and 
the ceiling height of 3.05 was decided on. The increase of ceiling height creates an illusion to the 
occupant that the room is bigger than it actually is, allowing it to be seen as more comfortable and 
also more pleasant to occupy. 
59) Dalziel and Cortale, A House in the City. Home Truths in Urban Architecture, 45.
60) Dalziel and Cortale, A House in the City. Home Truths in Urban Architecture, 45.
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Figure 8.21 - Module and room sizes.
Design Proposal
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Figure 7.3 - Ground Floor housing layout using the new 
module and room sizes.
Figure 8.22 - Ground floor plan of a possible housing layout using the new module and room sizes. Figure 8.24 - First floor plan of a possible housing layout using the new module and room sizes.
Figure 8.25 - 3D view of the floor plan above.Figure 8.23 - 3D view of the floor plan above.
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Figure 8.26 - Second floor plan of a possible housing layout using the new module and room sizes. Figure 8.28 - Third floor plan of a possible housing layout using the new module and room sizes.
Figure 8.29 - 3D view of the floor plan above.Figure 8.27 - 3D view of the floor plan above.
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8.4 Summary
2.1 by 2.1 was the new grid and a new layout of unit was created using these dimensions. The 
new arrangement of dwellings was configured to fit in the outlines created by the previous grid 
in order to retain the aspect of visual connectivity created by that layout.
The grid dimensions were halved again in order to allow for a wide variety of unit sizes and floor 
plan layouts. Again the new arrangement tries to continue to create that visual connection by 
configuring to the initial layout of the housing complex. 
Figure 8.30 - New housing development in relation to Carlile Housing when approaching the site from Ponsonby along Richmond Road.  
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Figure 8.31 - Inside the open public space of the new development. Carlile house and new church in the middle, housing on the lef and the right, looking north.
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Figure 8.32 - Underground Car Park site location plan.  
Design Proposal
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Figure 8.33 - Underground Car Park floor plan.  
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Figure 8.34 - Level One site location plan.  
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Figure 8.35 - Level One floor plan.  
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Figure 8.36 - Level Two site location plan.  
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Figure 8.37 - Level Two floor plan.
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Figure 8.38 - Level Three site location plan.  
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Figure 8.39 - Level Three floor plan. 
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Figure 8.40 - Level Four site location plan. 
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Figure 8.41 - Level Four floor plan.
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Figure 8.42 - Level Five site site location plan.
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Figure 8.43 - Level Five floor plan.
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8.5 Entry and Access 
The main pedestrian entry to the complex utilizes the gap created between the historic building 
and the new housing developed and is located in the north eastern corner of the site. It comes 
off the main road (Richmond Road) and runs parallel to Carlile House providing visitors with 
a close and different view of it. The complex can also be entered through secondary entries 
located on the east and west boundaries. The western entry is accessed through the car park 
and the eastern entry serves one level above the ground floor. Both of the secondary entries are 
mainly designed for the use of residents of the housing complex and to provide access to the 
units rather than to the site itself.
Setting the units along Dickens Street down the topography of the site allows the first and 
second level of the apartments to be accessed from the ground. Stairs and lifts from the first 
to the second and from the second to the third will still be required however it becomes a more 
appropriate ask of the residents to go up only 2 sets of stairs in order to access their unit.
The slope on the western part of the side allows for the units on that side to be set into the land. 
This will provide access from the road but it will also allow the complex to achieve a higher 
number of dwellings with smaller total height. This is an ideal response to the short villa house 
typology of the suburb located on that site. 
The vertical circulation of the complex is separated into two cores. A staircase at each of the 
southern corners of the site will provide easy access to units. To minimize the use of vertical 
circulations around the housing complex ground level access will be maximised by setting the 
first floor of the complex lower than street level. Ramps and vertical circulation, in the form of 
stairs and lifts will be added in the cores to allow comfortable entry to all the units. 
Vertical circulation is yet to be finalised and may change; privacy and comfort will be taken in 
consideration when dealing with this aspect of the project.
Figure 8.44 - Section through the housing development on the south boundary of the site. 
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As the backyard is a tradition in New Zealand housing each unit will aim to have its own private 
open space. This will be made possible by terracing the building and setting it back from the 
boundaries: this will also ease the pressure on its surrounding context. Private open space will 
be minimal so the approach from the precedent Kingo Housing has been adopted. The restricted 
private space of each dwelling is compensated by creating a large landscaped communal space 
in the middle of the site. Due to the church occupying a big area of that leftover outdoor space a 
roof top garden on the shorter, western side will be considered. This contributes small private open 
spaces but it will also provide the residents with views of the surroundings. 
Due to the surroundings of the site each part of the complex will be developed differently. On the 
east the new building will have to respond to the high rise complex located across the road. Higher 
construction is expected to occupy this part of the site where as the south and west sides will have 
to respond to the low rise villa house type of the suburb with a lower final height.
Street parking in the suburb of Grey Lynn is highly prioritised however the complex will aim to 
provide onsite parking through the use of an underground car park. The slope on the west along 
with the quiet road allows for the best entry. The car park aims to lead residents to the ground 
floor of Carlile House to enhance the use of the building as a communal space. Due to the close 
proximity to public transport and Auckland CBD, and to encourage walking or biking, some units 
might not be provided with a car park.
Figure 8.44 - Section through the housing development on the south boundary of the site. 
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8.6 Further Development of the Design  
The architectural solution of this project is yet to be finalised. Further development of the design 
will look into:
Applying different housing typologies in response to the site and its surroundings. 
For example, apartments on the east could be an appropriate response to the high density complex 
across the road and terraced housing may work better with the sloping land on the west.
Units and floor plans layout of the high density development are to be worked on in order to achieve 
a desirable final outcome which works with all aspects of context (historic building, new church, 
surroundings and residents)
Figure 8.45 - 3D view of the whole development (1). Figure 8.46 - 3D view of the whole development (2). 
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The location and the aesthetics of the circulation is to be further explored. It can be harmonised 
with the rest of the building or contrasted to specifically identify the stairs and make them a 
feature of the housing development. The location and number of circulation points are also to 
be further investigated. 
Architectural features such as; facades, window, doors et cetera. Careful consideration to 
be paid to these elements of the project as they play a vital role in the success of the final 
architectural solution. 
Explore a diversity of new purposes for the historic building in order to achieve an adaptive 
reuse that enhances the building to allow it to be seen as a positive aspect of the community 
once again.
Figure 8.47 - 3D view of the whole development (3). Figure 8.48 - 3D view of the whole development (4).
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As Auckland’s population is rapidly increasing it is inevitable that the city is in need of more new 
houses and as Auckland evolves functional requirements change and buildings that were once 
important and notable become disused and derelict.
This project sets out to investigate how an abandoned building with historic value can be 
incorporated into a high density development in order to preserve Auckland’s history and at the 
same time contribute to the solving of the current housing shortage the city is facing. It suggests 
moving away from the ‘clean slate’ intensification strategy that is currently used within Auckland, 
the strategy of removing everything on site. This does not help express the city’s character or 
history and can result in architecture that lacks meaning or significance to the community. 
In order to help contribute to solving the current housing crisis the project adopts the method of 
intensification. It moves away from the ‘clean slate’ approach by exploring a site which holds a 
high historical value and is significant to its suburb as well as Auckland city. The project prioritises 
the consideration of the historic building on site during both research and design in order to 
incorporate the building and celebrate the structure within the final architectural solution. Adaptive 
re-use has been applied to the existing historic structure on site in order to retain the history of the 
building and demonstrate to the public how Auckland has developed over the years.
In conclusion the project sets out to combine and propose a solution to two current issues that 
Auckland city is facing, the housing shortage, and the demolition of abandoned buildings which 
hold historic value. The research in this document has been applied to a design (which is to 
be further developed) to demonstrated that the issues of concern; demolition of buildings with 
historic value and housing shortage can be combined through the strategies of adaptive reuse 
and intensification to achieve and architectural response that is able to address and resolve both 
issues.
9.1 Further Development of the Project 
 9.1.1 Unanswered questions 
Given that the project has only been completed on a theoretical level a few questions, which are 
yet to be answered, have been raised. 
‘Is the new chosen function of the historic building the best option for it?’ and if not, ‘What is the 
best new purpose for the historic building?” 
The chosen function for the historic building is a communal space with Tongan influences and 
activities. This may be a solution which works well with this specific project due to the fact that 
the current owners of the property (the United Church of Tonga) have been considered throughout 
the project and made part of the final outcome.  However, if a different approach was chosen, one 
that does not take in consideration the current owners, the function chosen may not enhance the 
historic building and still make it seen as a negative point of the suburb. There may also be a better 
solution which cannot be discovered before the complex is completely occupied. The interaction 
created between the building and its occupants, the subjective performance which only occurs if 
the building is inhabited, my emerge at a later stage.
9.0 Conclusion
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 9.1.3 What Has Been Achieved  
One thing that the project does is provide much needed housing with an appropriate density, in 
an appropriate area which has already been introduced to the this new housing typology, to help 
relieve the housing crisis Auckland is currently facing. There is a wide variety of unit sizes allowing 
the complex to serve to a wider range of people. The units have been designed with people in mind 
rather than maximising profits and provide for a healthy and pleasant lifestyle with attention paid 
to privacy, sunlight, natural ventilation and sustainability during the design stage of the project.
The project also uses the chosen site to its full potential and takes advantage of its slope to achieve 
an architectural outcome that works well within itself as well as with its surroundings.
Lastly, the life of the historic building has been extended and destruction of an important building 
with historical value to the city has been prevented by applying adaptive reuse. The old building 
has been given an appropriate new function that preserves and enhances the history of the suburb 
and Auckland city as a whole.
The further research on Carlile House included within the appendix is intended as a platform for 
subsequent design studies for this important building.
‘Will the combination of activities (Tongan church and community combined with high density 
housing) work in real life?’
Another question which has been raised and despite the fact that there are examples that deal 
with a similar problem, none do it with the intensity anticipated in this project.This question 
may not be completely answered by theoretical design proposals such as those put forward 
in this project.
 9.1.2 What Can Be Done Differently? 
Personal interest drove the development of the remaining site (the design of the high density 
complex) to take on a mathematical approach. This led to a final outcome that was strict and 
restricted by a number of rules. If this part of the project took a more adventurous approach 
with fewer rules a better interaction between the new development and the old construction 
may have been achieved. A better execution of Carlo Scarpa’s concept of viewing an 
important object from different locations and perspectives may have also been executed more 
successfully.
Figure 9.1 - View from the public roof top garden looking towards Carlile House and the new church, overlooking the ground floor public open space.
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  http://www.archdaily.com/475507/frac-of-the-north-region-lacaton-and-vassal
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Figure 12.27 - Aerial view of Ponsonby and Grey Lynn, 2016.
  https://www.google.co.nz/maps/place/Ponsonby,+Auckland/@-36.8505869,174.7347972,16z/
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   aspx?request_value=13366&tabname=Households
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  Joan McKenzie, Registered Report Costley Training Institute (Former), (Auckland, New Zealand: 
  NZHPT, 27 April 2011), 53. 
Figure 12.37 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: view from intersection of Dickens and Murdoch Streets 
         looking northwest.
  McKenzie, Registered Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 54.
Figure 12.39 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Local landmark viewed from Dryden Street, showing plastered  
        west wing, the gymnasium (single-storey building at right angles), and the church (left),  
        looking north.
  McKenzie, Registered Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 57.
Figure 12.40 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Local landmark, rear view from Grey Lynn Park, looking north.
  McKenzie, Registered Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 53.                             
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Figure 12.42 - Dickens Street, main vehicle entry.
Figure 12.43 - Richmond Road, main entry of the church and Carlile House.
Figure 12.44 - Richmond Road, main entry of Carlile House and old vehicle access/driveway.
Figure 12.45 - Carlile House and the original church, 1913.
  McKenzie, Registered Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 48.
Figure 12.46 - Alterations to the site and the addition of new building.
Figure 12.47 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Exterior, eastern wing showing damage on the front facade due 
         to lack of maintenance, looking southwest
Figure 12.48 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Exterior, eastern wing showing high standard of brick work  
        with no major visible cracks, looking west.
Figure 12.49 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Exterior, western wing showing decorative work on the front  
        facade and damaged plaster, looking south.
Figure 12.50 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Hallway, second floor showing timber dado, board and batten   
               ceiling, timber flooring, internal window (left), and access to portico roof balcony (right),   
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  McKenzie, Registered Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 50.
Figure 12.51 - Existing Ground Floor Plan (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects.
Figure 12.52 - Existing North Elevation (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. 
Figure 12.53 - Existing West Elevation (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. 
Figure 12.54 - Existing First Floor Plan (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. 
Figure 12.55 - Existing South Elevation (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. 
Figure 12.56 - Existing East Elevation (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. 
Figure 12.57 - Damaged roof of Carlile house.
  McKenzie, Registered Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 55.
Figure 12.58 - Fire damaged railing on the western staircase of Carlile House.
  http://www.massivemagazine.org.nz/blog/5421/the-ghosts-of-carlile-house/
Figure 12.59 - Plastered walls with timber dado Wooden floors and decorative ceiling on 
        the inside of Carlile House.
Figure 12.60 - Main corridor on the first floor, plastered walls with timber dado, wooden floors and   
               ceiling, western staircase in the distance.
Figure 12.61 - Difference in brick used on the wing extension of Carlile house, no plaster.
Figure 12.62 - Eastern facade of wing extension, simple rectangular shaped windows.
Figure 12.63 - Front facade, window shape (1).
Figure 12.64 - Front facade, window shape (2).
Figure 12.65 - Front facade, window shape (3).
Figure 12.66 - Western facade, window shape (4).
Figure 12.67 - Model of the existing site, buildings and suroundings view (1).
Figure 12.68 - Model of the existing site, buildings and suroundings view (2).
Figure 12.69 - Model of the existing site, buildings and suroundings view (3).
Unless stated otherwise, all drawings, photographs and diagrams by Ivan Yordanov Atanasov.
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12.0 Appendices 
    
Apendix A - Proposed Plan of Construction of New Houses
Figure 12.1 - Map of the current plan of construction of new houses in order to deal with population growth in Auckland. 
Figure 12.2 - Map comparing the new houses proposed to be built in Auckland by the plan with the size of Hamilton. 
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Figure 12.3 - Map of proposed new houses to be built in south Auckland.  Figure 12.4 - Map of proposed new houses to be built in north-western Auckland. 
Figure 12.6 - Map comparing the new houses proposed to be built in south 
Auckland by the plan with the size of Hamilton. 
Figure 12.7 - Map comparing the new houses proposed to be built in north-
western Auckland by the plan with the size of Hamilton. 
Figure 12.8 - Map comparing the new houses proposed to be built in Silverdale-
Warkworth by the plan with the size of Hamilton. 
Figure 12.5 - Map of proposed new houses to be built in Silverdale-Warkworth. 
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Apendix B - Further Examples of Abandoned Buildings
 12.2.1 Fire Station – Takapuna 
The fire station is located above Lake Pupuke and it sits parallel to Killarney Park providing 
spectacular views and surroundings. It was built in three stages beginning with the single story fire 
station in 1952 which was approximately 134 m2, then in 1959 the larger multi-level fire station 
and training tower which were about 1530 m2, and lastly in 1972 the double garage with a training 
building was built taking the North Western corner of the site. In total the site is 4449 m2 and 
became abandoned after it was relocated to a new purpose building premises.61 Even though the 
site would have provided a luxurious life style with its views, rectangular shape and wide street 
frontage of about 80 meters on Killarney Street, the building lacks potential to be adapted into a 
housing development. This is due to the amount of aspects required in a fire station that would 
need to be removed or parts of the building that would have needed to be demolished.
61)“Takapuna fire station sells for red-hot price.” Stuff. Accessed June 21 , 2016. http://www.stuff.co.nz/
business/70412801/Takapuna-fire-station-sells-for-red-hot-price.
Figure 12.9 - Fire Station - Takapuna view (1).
Figure 12.10 - Fire Station - Takapuna view (2).
Figure 12.11 - Fire Station - Takapuna view (3).
Figure 12.12 - Fire Station - Takapuna view (4).
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12.2.2 Challenge House - Central Business District 
This 6 story building was built in 1911 as a car park and it closed in 1998. It is historically important 
as it was the earliest steel-reinforced structures in Auckland and it is also a significant part of our 
cityscape (now occupied by homeless people and constantly vandalized by spray painters).
The site is 759 m2 with a rectangular shape and the building occupies the entire section, it is 
located in the CBD therefore surrounded by the necessities. The building is flush with the buildings 
beside it which does not provide for a lot of opportunities besides restoring and developing 
upwards. The building is still abandoned and it has not  been used for over 15 years. It has been 
denied demolition consent since 2005 by the council which has also offered nothing for preserving 
or restoring the building.62 
62) “Neighbours Slam Council over Run-down Buildings - National - NZ Herald News,” September 4, 2010, 
accessed May 25, 2016, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10670933.
Figure 12.13 - Challenge House - Central Business 
District view (1).
Figure 12.14 - Challenge House - Central Business 
District view (2).
Figure 12.15 - Challenge House - Central Business District view (3). Figure 12.16 - Challenge House - Central Business District view (4). Figure 12.17 - Challenge House - Central Business District view (5).
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 12.2.3 Brick Church - New Lynn
Built in 1928 this is one of the oldest Heritage buildings in New Lynn. Built by hand this building 
has a lot of historical value.63  The site is 2,256 m2 which will allow for a small high density 
project however next to this site a new development of high density housing is currently under 
construction on a 12 hectare site which will provide 1800 homes / 5000 residents.64 The Church 
is not suitable for my project as it will not add any significant number of units to the ones already 
being built, and will not help Auckland’s population, instead the church’s function should remain 
and be restored rather than repurposed as a church is one of the most important building in a 
community.
63) “New Lynn’s Heritage Hits Market,” January 2015, accessed May 25, 2016, http://www.stuff.co.nz/
auckland/local-news/western-leader/72432556/former-st-andrews-church-hall-for-sale.
64) “West Edge New Lynn,” accessed May 25, 2016, http://www.westedge.co.nz/Development.
Figure 12.18 - Brick Church - New Lynn view (1).
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Figure 12.19 - Brick Church - New Lynn view (2). Figure 12.20 - Brick Church - New Lynn view (3). Figure 12.21 - Brick Church - New Lynn view (4).
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Appendix C - Additional Information on Carlile House
 History of the Area
The historic maps available at the Special Collection Library demonstrates the development of 
the chosen site over the years. It began as part of Newton Borough and was unoccupied rural 
land which was subdivided for residential purposes in 1886. Cleave’s 1886 map of Auckland 
allows us to see how the site was situated within the city fabric of that time; the 1903 map 
shows the beginning of the subdivision with some parts still being large undivided lots. Houses 
were built predominantly on the north-eastern part of Grey Lynn with the south-western kept for 
the use of farming. The street layout on the map is similar to the current one but with different 
street names.65 The 1909 map demonstrates the lot allocation of present day.
 
After the depression that occurred during the 1890’s Auckland attracted people and businesses 
from outside the city. With the move of a timber milling company from Hawkes Bay to Auckland’s 
Cox’s Bay the population of Grey Lynn was rapidly increasing with the local schools reaching 
full capacity.66  Ponsonby and Grey Lynn became home to the working class and were referred 
to as a slum up until the 1970s. In the 1970s the process of gentrification began: many houses 
were renovated and the character of the suburb began to change, with property price increases 
and demand for more housing in these areas.67 
65) “Wikipedia - Grey Lynn” accessed July 27, 2016, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grey_Lynn.
66) Kaaren Hiyama, High Hopes in Hard Times – A History of Grey Lynn and Westmere (Auckland, 
New Zealand: Media Studies Trust, 1991), 44-58.
67) Hiyama, High Hopes in Hard Times – A History of Grey Lynn and Westmere, 89.
Figure 12.22 - Map of Newton Borough, 1886.
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Figure 12.23 - Map of Newton Borough, 1903. Figure 12.24 - Map of Newton Borough, 1900-1909.
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As New Zealand’s and especially Auckland’s economy grew, plenty of job opportunities occured 
and there was a need for more workers. This attraction spanned into the Pacific Islands and the 
move to Auckland for many Tongans, Samoans, Niuean and Cook Islanders became popular with 
little official obstruction. The Polynesian population grew from 1000 in the whole of New Zealand 
in 1936 to 5000 living in Grey Lynn alone by 1986, and today it is the largest migrant community 
in New Zealand.68
The change is also clearly evident in the history maps provided by GIS where the 1940 map shows 
mostly housing and the 1996 map demonstrates the development of the suburb with Ponsonby 
Road being established as a small scale retail area and other business developments around the 
site filling in empty lots. Some of the housing was altered to provide commercial space, this mostly 
occurring more in Ponsonby than Grey Lynn.
When the project began it was not taking into account the current owner and the function of the 
site. The project was looking at a housing complex and preserving the historic building on site. 
However, understanding that the Polynesian community has always played a large role in the 
suburb of Grey Lynn and as demonstrated in current social situation they are still the second most 
populous ethnic group occupying the suburb, the design intends to consider this rich Polynesian 
history and current community as an integrated part of my project and will continue to investigate 
and discuss how it will incorporate their role as owners in my design proposal.
68) Hiyama, High Hopes in Hard Times – A History of Grey Lynn and Westmere, 95-97
Figure 12.25 - Aerial view of Ponsonby and Grey Lynn, 1940.
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Figure 12.26 - Aerial view of Ponsonby and Grey Lynn, 1996. Figure 12.27 - Aerial view of Ponsonby and Grey Lynn, 2016.
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 Suburb Statistics 
The neighbourhood has a population of about 3,300 people, occupying about 1250 housing 
units. The average age is lower than the average in Auckland (32.7years against 35.1), with small 
percentages of retired people, and school-age children. The dominant ethnic group is European, 
with a significantly smaller proportion of residents born overseas than Auckland as a whole (28.6% 
against 39.1%). There are fewer one-parent households, and fewer households with dependent 
children than Auckland’s averages in these categories. More households rent their homes in 
Grey Lynn East than the Auckland average (only 51.8% are owner-occupiers against 61.5% in 
Auckland), and also enjoy a lower occupancy rate (2.6 against 3.0).69
These statistics gave the project a broad outlook on the suburb in which the site is located, giving 
it aspects to consider during the design stage.  
 Transport
Most residents of Grey Lynn East own one car per household, some have two cars, and only 14.8 
percent have three or more vehicles in their house, lower than the Auckland average. 48.5 percent 
of the Grey Lynn community use private vehicles to get to work. Walking or jogging followed with 
20.7 percent, and 12.9 percent of the residents used public transport. 
The arterial roads (Ponsonby Road and Richmond Road) provide easy access to Auckland’s main 
motorways SH1 and SH16.70
The main roads are boarded by trees in a green area between the footpath and the road. This 
creates for a safer pedestrian area as well as a buffer between the traffic and housing. Cars 
often parked on either side of the road cause congestion and slow down vehicles on the narrow 
residential streets that form the fabric of Grey Lynn. 
The project will be aiming to achieve 1 car park per unit of housing somewhere on site (most likely 
in an underground car park). Because of the close proximity to public transport and Auckland CBD, 
and to encourage walking or biking some units might not be provided with a car park. 
69) “2013 Census QuickStats about a Place,” March 2002, accessed July 27, 2016, http://www.stats.
govt.nz/Census/2013-census/profile-and-summary-reports/quickstats-about-a-place.aspx?request_
value=13366&amp;parent_id=13171&amp;tabname=.
70) “2013 Census QuickStats about a Place,” March 2002, accessed September 23, 2016, http://
www.stats.govt.nz/Census/2013-census/profile-and-summary-reports/quickstats-about-a-place.
aspx?request_value=13366&tabname=Transport.
Figure 12.30 - Household Composition, Grey Lynn East and Auckland (2013).
Figure 12.28 - Family type, Grey Lynn 
East and Auckland (2013).
Figure 12.29 - Access to motor vehicles, Grey Lynn 
East and Auckland (2013).
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 Site Analysis 
As mentioned further in the document the site is located on the slope of Ponsonby ridge creating 
a complex site which slopes in two directions. The North part of the site slopes down towards the 
South and the East part slopes down towards the West creating a plateau in the middle.
The East to West slope occurs twice once from Dickens Street towards the centre going down 2.5 
meters then levelling out in the centre and creating a steep slope on the Western side of the site 
going down another 2.5 meters in really short distance. The total change in level across the East/
West direction is 5 meters and in the North South direction it goes down 4 meters.
The changing levels of the site will be taken into consideration when designing as they can be 
beneficial to the final outcome. The steep slope on the western part of the site can be used to 
provide an access to an underground car park from the quite Chamberlain Street and at the same 
time it can be used to set houses a level down from the ground floor allowing the building to be 
lower on that side in order to respond to the villas that it faces. On the Eastern side the slope can 
be used to set houses back from the road and create a ground floor access. In the North South 
direction, a stepping action can occur to prioritise the main building. 
It sits on a corner and has frontage on three streets where the main entry is currently located and 
Chamberlain Street, dickens Street and Richmond Road. This is made possible as the site consists 
of 7 separate lots combined to create the current site of 3389 meters squared. 
Figure 12.31 - Site plan of Carlile House and its surroundings.
Figure 12.32 - Section through the site, showing the slope on the western boundary.
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 Carlile House Context in Grey Lynn
Grey Lynn is a suburb which has a rich history and neighbours the main street of Ponsonby. 
Being located around the basic necessities such as transport, retail and public spaces, the suburb 
contains all the aspects necessary for a pleasant lifestyle. It is centred around the large Grey 
Lynn Park and it is surrounded by several other public parks including Western Springs Hukanui 
Reserve/Cox’s Bay Reserve and Arch Hill Scenic Reserve. 
Carlile House is located in the suburb of Grey Lynn on the border of Grey Lynn and Ponsonby and 
it is in the center of a ‘character’ heritage residential cluster.  In close proximity to the site there 
are a number of schools and kindergartens, and small retail shops are located all along Richmond 
Road, with Ponsonby Road being the main business and retail area of the district. There are also a 
number of churches around Grey Lynn with The United Church of Tonga being one of them, which 
sits on the chosen site.
Carlile House is located on a protruding corner where it breaks the rhythm of the street by being 
placed on an angle. These aspects contribute to it being a strong visual point for people moving 
along Richmond Road as one travels from Ponsonby Road into the Grey Lynn suburb. This is 
an important aspect to the dominance of Carlile House over the main road and it will be further 
explored during the design process. 
Figure 12.33 - Site plan of Carlile House with important aspects (shops, schools, public parks) highlighted in colour.
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 Building Heights
The suburb of Grey Lynn mainly consists of one and two story buildings and the majority of its 
fabric is zoned as single housing. The same typology is also seen in the neighbouring suburbs of 
Ponsonby and Westmere. Carlile House was built in 1886 as a two story high building however it 
was a dominant figure as it stood exceedingly higher than its surroundings due to the fact that it has 
a floor to ceiling height of four meters. However today the government is trying to accommodate 
for the rapid increase of Auckland’s population and some areas of the suburb have been rezoned 
to multi story buildings/apartments which are scattered throughout the single housing fabric. The 
main threat to the dominance of Carlile House on Richmond Road is the recently built residential 
complex which sits on the opposite corner of Dickens Street and Richmond Road. The complex 
which is currently being recladded reaches a maximum of five storeys or a height of around 15 
meters, making it the largest building in the surrounding area. The housing complex’s size and 
location hinders the dominance and obstructs certain views of the Carlile House.
With the surrounding of the site varying from five stories on the Eastern side to a single and double 
story on the Southern and Western side, the size of the surrounding buildings is something to be 
considered throughout the design process. Each side of the final outcome will have to differ in 
order to respond to its surroundings. The Eastern side of the building will have to be tall in order 
to compete with the housing complex where as the Southern and Western sides will have to be 
considerably shorter as they will be responding to the single and double story houses.
Figure 12.34 - View from Chamberlain Street, showing the housing typology of the suburb (villas). Figure 12.35 - Carlile House in relation to the new high density housing development.
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 Views
Carlile House sits on the top of the south-facing Ponsonby ridge in a suburb mostly occupied by 
almost identically looking villas which makes navigation around the area confusing. With its unique 
Italianated style Carlile House was easily differentiated making it a distinct focal point. That was 
until recent times when a few multi story buildings have been constructed in close proximity to the 
historic building which again break the uniformity of the villas and create landmarks in themselves.
Before the multi-story buildings were constructed the Carlile house could be seen from almost all 
the streets and houses in the near proximity to the site and it was visible from as far as vicinities 
on Great North Road.71 
However, despite the fact that some of the views have been blocked by the bulky new construction 
in the suburb Carlile House is still the most well known building by the community located on a 
major corner of Richmond Road it can be seen coming from either direction making it the main 
viewing point of travellers along Richmond Road.72  The building acts as a breaking point for 
motorists and pedestrians before they continue their journey along Richmond Road making its 
visual appearance crucial to its popularity.
The central park of Grey Lynn is also in close proximity and can be seen from the site at the bottom 
of Chamberlain Street. In reverse with its scale and height the Carlile House sits high above the 
villas in its surroundings and people visiting the park can easily locate it.
An architectural outcome which contributes to the buildings popularity is to be achieved during 
the design stage of the project. 
71) McKenzie, Registration Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 53.
72) “THE GHOSTS OF CARLILE HOUSE,” October 10, 2012, accessed September 25, 2016, http://
www.massivemagazine.org.nz/blog/5421/the-ghosts-of-carlile-house/.
Figure 12.37 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: view from intersection of Dickens and Murdoch Streets looking northwest.Figure 12.36 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Landmark, view from vicinity of Great North Road, looking northwest.
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Figure 12.37 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: view from intersection of Dickens and Murdoch Streets looking northwest. Figure 12.39 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Local landmark viewed from Dryden Street, showing plastered west wing, 
the gymnasium (single-storey building at right angles), and the church (left), looking north.
Figure 12.40 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Local landmark, rear view from Grey Lynn Park, looking north.
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 Existing Access Points
As briefly stated before, the site lies between three streets that provide several access points 
throughout the site. Firstly, Richmond Road being one of the main streets that runs through Grey 
Lynn and creates the connection to Ponsonby Road. This is where the main entrances to both 
Carlile House and the Church are currently located. There is also a driveway that comes off this 
street, it runs on the west side of the main building and leads to the backyard. Dickens Street is a 
street that branches of the main road and runs on the eastern side of the site. It provides the main 
vehicle access for the current owners of the property as it leads to an open concrete area which is 
used as a car park. The last street is Chamberlain Street, which also parts off from the main road 
but runs on the western side of the site, and it is completely fenced off most likely due to the steep 
drop on that boundary of the site.
Access points are a vital part of a housing complex therefore it will be closely investigated. The 
main entry to the complex would most likely remain on Richmond Road as it is the main road 
connecting the site to its surroundings. However, the project will look at moving the vehicle access 
to the western side of the site as there is an opportunity to utilise the natural slope to create a 
hidden underground car park that does not take away from the visual appearance of the complex. 
The quiet street will also be a better option for residents to gain access rather than busy and fast 
moving Richmond Road.
Figure 12.41 - Western boundary of the site, fenced off. Figure 12.42 - Dickens Street, main vehicle entry.
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Figure 12.43 - Richmond Road, main entry of the church and Carlile House. Figure 12.44 - Richmond Road, main entry of Carlile House and old vehicle access/driveway.
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The building was constructed with the funds left behind by the wealthy Sir Edward Costley (1796-
1883) who also funded many other projects as he demanded his fortune to be used in helping 
charitable institutions.74  When it was finished the building was accepted by the public and praised 
by the New Zealand Herald for its arrangement and the supply of hot water and gas to provide 
a healthy and comfortable life to its occupants. It also described the full arrangement and paid 
special attention to the views provided from the bedrooms and the spacious spare room provided 
to care for the ill on the second floor. The ground floor was used more as a gathering/public 
space with the kitchen, washing room, pantry, dining room, sitting room, Manager’s quarters, 
storerooms et cetera all being located there.75
Throughout the years the building has served the public for many different functions. It first 
changed use due to the closing down of the training institute in 1908 due the decrease in numbers 
following the closure of Auckland Industrial School in 1896. From 1909 to 1912 the property was 
looked after by Sister Cecil of the order of the Good Shepherd and in 1913 a chapel was built on the 
site in her honour/memorial. For the next two decades the Richmond Road Children’s Home and 
Anglican Institution occupied the premises followed by the short stay of Maori Girls’ School from 
Hawkes Bay following the earthquake in 1931. The property changed hands once again in 1935 
becoming the headquarters for the New Zealand Church Army and then shortly being used by the 
Department of Social Welfare who used it as a custody home until 1973 in which it turned into the 
Auckland Alternative School.  However with the growing Pacific Islander community in Grey Lynn 
the property was bought by the Tongan Community in 1976 and in 1990 it was cross leased and 
transferred to its current owner the United Church of Tonga.76 
After purchasing the property, the Tongan Community constructed a church in 1979 (as shown 
further in the document) and the main building became unused as the Tongan Community lacked 
the finances for the plans they had to re-use the building. As a result of its abandoned state the 
building slowly became rundown and it has been repeatedly vandalized until it was given back to 
the council to look after it in recent times.
Not a lot has been done maintenance wise since the Tongan Community bought the property. 
The council’s realisation that this is a historic building and has a lot of value to Auckland’s history 
means it is unable to be restored and must be treated as a historical building.  However there have 
been a few reports of negotiation between the United Church of Tonga and the Council in regards 
to the preservation of Carlile House however no agreement has been reached and the condition of 
the building continues to deteriorate significantly.77
74) McKenzie, Registration Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 8.
75) Matthews & Matthews Architects, Carlile House -Draft Conservation Plan, 7.
76) McKenzie, RegistrationReport Costley Training Institute (Former), 19-20.
77) “Church and Council Seek Solution on Historic Building - Business - NZ Herald News,” 
June 4, 2014, accessed July 30, 2016, http://www.nzherald.co.nz/business/news/article.cfm?c_
id=3&objectid=11266966.
 History of the building
Designed by the Welsh born, Auckland based architect Robert Jones Roberts (1832-1911) in 
1886 Carlile House was one of the first buildings to be constructed in Grey Lynn. Roberts also 
designed other famous building around Auckland such as the New Zealand Shipping Company 
Office, on the corner of Quay and Customs Street (1890s) however they have all been 
demolished and Charlile House is the only one that remains from the famous architect’s work 
of the late 1800s to early 1900’s. It was designed to help deserving children in unfavourable 
circumstances chosen from industrial schools from in or around Auckland. It holds special 
historical significance in relation to the consideration of welfare that occurred during the late 
19th Century as well as being a purpose built building and therefore holds importance as a 
specialist early building type in New Zealand.73   
73) McKenzie, Registration Report Costley Training Institute (Former),  30.
Figure 12.45 - Carlile House and the original church, 1913.
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 Alterations to the building  
As shown in the drawing on the right, the main building (Carlile House) was the first building to 
be constructed on the site and over the years it has slowly expended with the construction of 
more buildings in order to accommodate for the social change at each period of time. 
In 1891 at the rear of the original building a workshop was erected to help in the education of 
the students occupying the building at that time. In 1898 on the south western boundary of the 
site a new gymnasium was built. To provide extra facilities to the growing numbers of students, 
two new wings were built as an extension to the main building. In memory of Sister Cecil 
passing away in 1912 the original church was constructed in 1913, sitting only 100 people it 
was considerably smaller than the current church on site. During an attempt to extend it, the 
original church was destroyed and a completely new structure, with the same purpose took its 
place in 1978.The new church was dedicated to Queen Salote Tapou III and can hold up to 300 
people.78 This and the toilet block are the only building being used on the site in current times.
To provide for a new playing area the open verandah on the west side was covered in 1916.
On the inside the building has not seen a lot of alteration from its original form. In 1927 electric 
lights and a fireplace were installed with some minimal repairs occurring in 1942, 1951 and 
1954. 
The roof of the main building was changed from slates to corrugated steel as it was badly 
damaged due to lack of maintenance which seems to be the cause of many changes that 
occurred to the aesthetic of the building. 
The stonework on the outside has suffered significantly from the original construction. The 
decorative stone cornice was taken down and used as pavement of the car park and other 
stonework has been removed due a safety issue.
The windows have their original shapes however window frames are in bad conditions and 
most windows around the building are broken and have been boarded off on the inside.79
All buildings being part of the old training institute have been supposedly given to the council to 
fence off and protect from trespassing.
From photos it is clear to see the devastating state of the inside with rubbish covering most 
of the ground floor and blocking access to some of the rooms. When combined with the easy 
access of trespassers this becomes a major fire hazard.
78) McKenzie, Registration Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 7-21.
79) Matthews & Matthews Architects, Carlile House -Draft Conservation Plan, 33-34.
Figure 12.46 - Alterations to the site and the addition of new building.
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Building Survey
Carlile House was listed as Category A in the Auckland City Council District Plan-Insthums 
Section and in 2011 it was labeled as Category 1 building by New Zealand Historic Place Trust.
Category 1 historic places are of special or outstanding historical or cultural significance or 
value.80  
Category A places have exceptional overall heritage significance to the Auckland region or a 
greater geographic area.81
Being listed under the highest level of historic building in New Zealand restricts the changes 
that can be carried out to the building which may pay a vital part during the design part of the 
project.
Despite the fact that Carlile House is a popular historic building information on it is limited. The 
council only has plans for the construction of the church in 1978 and the only set of drawings 
for the main building was done by Mathews and Mathews Architects Limited in 2003 for a 
conservation plan. The drawings had to be obtained privately and are not available for everyone. 
For that reason a survey of the building was to be carried out in the early stages of the project 
and ways to approach surveying a historic building were explored and developed.
 
In order to gain access to the restricted building, both the owners and the Auckland Council 
were approached.  Unfortunately, due to historical protection issues as well as health and 
safety access was denied. Therefore, the majority of the survey was achieved from the exterior 
views of the building as well as other information that could be found. This information and 
understanding was gained from people who had entered the building both legally and illegally, 
photos and descriptions were provided.
The sources include Mathews and Mathews Architects Limited who did a conservation plan, 
Dimitry Rozov a formal Unitec student who used the buildings geometry to propose a mixed use 
development in a thesis, UrbexNZ, consists of a group of individuals who explore and record 
abandoned buildings. In one of their videos they visit and record the inside of Carlile House 
and finally Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga who have information from people that have 
visited the site. Barrie Patterson &Associates, 1975 also did drawings however it was only 
found in the conservation plan by Mathews and Mathews Architects.
80) “Heritage New Zealand - About the List,” 2016, accessed July 30, 2016, http://www.heritage.org.
nz/the-list/about-the-list. 
81) “Historic Heritage - The Proposed Auckland Unitary Plan,” September 30, 2013, accessed July 
30, http://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Images/Printable%20PDFs%20-%20September/
Part%202%20-%20Obs%20and%20pols/Chapter%20E/2%20Historic%20heritage.pdf 
 
Figure 12.48 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Exterior, 
eastern wing showing high standard of brick work 
with no major visible cracks, looking west.
Figure 12.47 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Exterior, 
eastern wing showing damage on the front facade 
due to lack of maintenance, looking southwest
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 Building structure 
Photos from inside the building demonstrate timber framed floors and roofs. Looking at the 
structure from the exterior, the building is of mass masonry construction and it is inevitable that the 
building was built with good quality materials and finishes. It is also clear to see that the building 
has been lacking maintenance with damage on the decorative stonework. However, it appears 
that the structure is not in a bad condition there is no major visible cracks and the only noticeable 
deformation is the erosion of the plaster on the top corner of the western wing where the bricks 
have been exposed most likely due to water and weather conditions.
However, the book “Building Evaluation for Adaptive Reuse and Preservation” also states that, 
“Load bearing masonry walls that utilized traditional lime sand mortars have a unique ability to 
withstand loads and building movement without significant wall failure. Some small cracks can 
and will selfheal as the lime sand mortars chemically reconstitute in manner known as autogenous 
healing.”82 Therefore, the structure will be understood as stable and still in solid condition. However, 
the report by Mathews and Mathews Architects Limited states that the building is earthquake 
prone and will require structural strengthening which will be address later in the document.
The building is raised approximately two meters at the southern end to accommodate for the slope 
of the site and it is accessible through an opening. 
82) Rabun and Kelso, Building Evaluation for Adaptive Re-Use and Preservation, 37.
Figure 12.50 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Hallway, 
second floor showing timber dado, board and batten 
ceiling, timber flooring, internal window (left), and 
access to portico roof balcony (right), looking west.
Figure 12.49 - Carlile House, Grey Lynn: Exterior, western 
wing showing decorative work on the front facade and 
damaged plaster, looking south.
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 Floor plan and Elevations 
Understanding the building’s layout is crucial in making decisions regarding the new function of 
the building and site.
The building is designed around an H shape floor plan layout providing almost symmetrical 
planning.  The type of floor plan was used in order to provide fresh air and adequate light and 
contribute to the healthy and comfortable life which the building tried to achieve. When completed 
in 1886 the building was supposedly offering better comforts and conveniences to those of what 
almost all sons of tradesmen in the city were getting.
From the set of drawings provided by Mathews and Mathews Architects Limited we can start to 
get and understanding of the sizes which will be crucial to our design. Each of the wings measures 
at 6m wide with the eastern extending slightly further. It is unclear if this was done on purpose or 
made to be extended in later times if needed. The middle part connecting the two wings is set back 
from the street and the main entrance is located centrally in a little portico. 
The bottom floor of the building is organised around a central corridor. The entry faces and internal 
wall behind which is a big open room (most likely dining) and it can be accessed from two points. 
Following the corridor in either direction will lead you to a set of stairs located in each of the wings 
(one in the Eastern wing and one in the Western wing) with other rooms located adjacent to them. 
There is an external door located on the southern part of the building next to the eastern wing. 
Through a flight of stairs due to the slope of the site the door leads to the backyard.
The second floor of Carlile House follows the same layout as the first floor and it is also organised 
by rooms coming off a central corridor. On the Eastern wing of the second floor there was external 
stairs however they were destroyed during a fire according to the Registration Report by Joan 
McKenzie. 83
83) McKenzie, Registration Report Costley Training Institute (Former), 19. 
Figure 12.51 - Existing Ground Floor Plan (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. 
Figure 12.53 - Existing West Elevation (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. Figure 12.52 - Existing North Elevation (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. 
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When it comes to the elevations of the building it is clear to see the Victorian design approach 
applied to the building, which paid a lot of attention to the street front facade and little attention to 
the parts of the building not exposed to the public. In this case it is clear to see the different level 
of detailing and ornamentation applied to the public/front (North) facade and the non-public/back 
(South) facade. The North facade is not only highly decorated but it is also planned with more 
consideration including the projecting wings and decorated bay windows on each side which are 
framed by rectangular column projecting from a wall supporting an entablature. The rest of the 
elevations are pretty straight forward and boring, they lack decoration and have simple window 
openings.
Floor to ceiling height:
 Ground floor - 4.4 meters
 First Floor - 3.8 meters
Band dimensions - 350 millimetres 
Ground Floor at 2.75 meters 
 First Floor at 2.15 meters 
Bands running along the building are used with stone quoins to contrast against the main brickwork. 
The external decor also consists of Cornices, brackets, stone decorated details of window heads 
and sills.
Studying and understanding the elevations is an important part of the project as the new building 
will have to respond to what already exists. During the design phase of the project an investigating 
on whether the new surroundings will be in contrast or in harmony with the existing building will 
be carried out. Details may be borrowed from the existing building in order to create cohesiveness 
on the site.
Figure 12.54 - Existing First Floor Plan (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. 
Figure 12.55 - Existing South Elevation (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. Figure 12.56 - Existing East Elevation (NTS), by Matthews and Matthews Architects. 
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 Floors and Ceilings 
As access to the building was not permitted the floors could not be personally inspect however, the 
conservation plan states that Carlile House still has its original timber floors which have a typical 
joist structure for the period.  The 300mm by 50mm joist run across the room’s length and were 
spaced at 380mm with all the fixing going directly into them. They are hidden by 150mm by 25mm 
floorboards with a tongue and groove style and the building has no insulation.85
Ceiling was another aspect which was not personally analysed and sources were used to gain the 
required information. From photos and UrbexNZ’s video it is clear to see that the ceilings vary on 
each floor. The ground floor has board and batten and the second floor has decorative wood ceiling 
with rose features coving openings which were most likely used to ventilate the room from the gas 
lighting at the time and moving it into the roof space. In the video it is also clear to see that only 
some of them are still in place. 
This information will play a vital role and therefore will be considered during the adaptive reuse of 
the historic building in order to choose an appropriate function. 
85) Matthews & Matthews Architects, Carlile House -Draft Conservation Plan, 23-24.
Figure 12.59 - Plastered walls with timber dado 
Wooden floors and decorative ceiling on the inside 
of Carlile House.
Figure 12.60 - Main corridor on the first floor, plastered 
walls with timber dado, wooden floors and ceiling, western 
staircase in the distance.
Appendices
 Quake Proofing 
Despite the stable looking structure from the outside the conservation plan by Mathews and 
Mathews Architects discovered that the building is earthquake prone and suggest that Carlile 
House will require structural strengthening. The plan suggests that unstable and dangerous 
decoration ornaments and aspects of the building such as cornices and chimneys are to 
be secured or removed. It also recommends that the building is strengthened by installing 
diaphragms to tie the floors, ceilings and roof framing back with the walls. The suggested 
diaphragms are to run from the ground floor to the top floor ceiling and it is to be 4m wide 
X-braces created out of 200mm Universal Steel Section. In the occurrence of an earthquake this 
will secure the building from moving and prevent its destruction from lateral loads.84
The large structural members will be problematic to add to the existing building and will create 
places with a different feeling. This will be addressed in the next part of the project.
84) Matthews & Matthews Architects, Carlile House -Draft Conservation Plan, 31-32.
Figure 12.57 - Damaged roof of Carlile house. Figure 12.58 - Fire damaged railing on the western 
staircase of Carlile House.
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 Walls 
The brick walls of the building are what creates the load bearing structure and an individual brick 
measures at 220x105x75. The bricks are laid in the flush pointing style and the mortar joints 
are assumed to be around 10 mm. The limestone plaster finish that covers some of the walls 
is around 15-25mm thick.
Even though it is not visible from the outside as reported by Razov there is a difference in the 
thickness of the perimeter walls which can be clearly seen from the inside.  According to him 
the ground floor has a thickness of 450mm and the walls on the first floor are 335mm which 
makes them almost 100mm thinner than the bottom floor.This could have been done in order 
to reduce the weight at the top and make the bottom stronger. The partition walls inside vary in 
types a masonry wall which is 270mm thick and a 150mm light timber frame partition. From the 
UrbexNZ video it is clear to see that the inside of the walls have also been plastered (assuming 
10-15mm thickness) and some of them have been covered with wall paper.
Decorative stone quoins measure at 470x430 and 250x430
 Windows
Just by walking past the building it is easy to notice the neglected state of the windows. In every 
elevation significant numbers of windows are missing glazing and have been boarded off to 
prevent from intruders and water entering the building. The windows have a traditional sash style 
and differ throughout the building. They are mostly paired, with the more decorative being at the 
front and regular rectangular windows at the rear of the building, where they cannot be seen. The 
decorative windows also differ by floor, the ground floor has semi-circular arches and the first floor 
has completely arched windows. According to Razov there are also windows on the inside with the 
same sash style and the only difference between the inside and outside is the material, the inside 
sills are timber and the outside sills are stone.86
The window style could be an aspect that is considered to be continued through to the new design 
to create a connection between old and new, this will be investigated in the design stage of the 
project. 
86) Dmitry Rozov, Carlile House – Finding Ways To Preserve Run-Down Buildings Through Their 
Reuse, (Auckland, New Zealand: Unitec, 2013), 48.
Figure 12.61 - Difference in brick used on the wing 
extension of Carlile house, no plaster.  
Figure 12.62 - Eastern facade of wing extension, simple 
rectangular shaped windows.
Figure 12.63 - Front facade, window shape (1).
Figure 12.65 - Front facade, window shape (3). Figure 12.66 - Front facade, window shape (4).
Figure 12.64 - Western facade, window shapes (2).
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 Importance of Buildings on Site
As explained previously in this document the street (north) facade of the main building is highly 
decorated with curved window heads/lintels whereas the back (south) facade is plain with no 
ornaments and has rectangular windows with trapezoidal heads/lintels. The brick work of the 
building is of the same type however there is a colour difference throughout.
The two wing extensions at the back of the main building have a much cheaper feel to them as they 
lack ornamentation and therefore leads to the assumption of lack of consideration.
The eastern wing which is the one close to Dickens Street is defiantly the more successful of the 
two. Its entrance has been centralised like the main building and It is constructed from what looks 
to be a high quality red brick. It has some decorative features at the centre which is the only aspect 
borrowed from the main building and attempts to imitate the decor elements of the front (north 
facade). This element however seems to be made from a different material than the natural stone 
material decor used on the main building therefore it doesn’t appear to be aesthetically pleasing 
and lacks consideration. The building has plain rectangular windows compared to the circular 
decorated windows on the main building and none of the other elements from Carlile House have 
been used such as the bands that wrap around the building, and the Decorative stone quoins are 
missing. And according to Razov somehow the inside of this wing has a similar appearance and 
qualities to the interior of main building however it again seems to lack quality when compared to 
the consideration of ornamentation of materiality in the main building.
Appendices
Figure 12.67 - Model of the existing site, buildings and suroundings view (1).
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Even observing it from far, it is clear to see that the central wing lacks in classical detailing as 
well as a visual quality, with no decoration at all and it is a lot more run down (probably due to 
the fact that it is not constructed from quality materials and the report of a fire occurring in this 
part of the building). 
Both wings are raised from the ground due to the slope of the site however they both sit lower 
than the main building. Neither of them match the ridge line making them fell like extensions 
and not part of the main building. Due to the height difference a connection would have been 
required in order to create access to the existing and new addition, this was most likely achieved 
through stairs.
Built soon after the construction of the main building the workshop and the gymnasium were 
significant aspects of the training institute. However, both these buildings do not replicate the 
same materiality as Carlile House, but instead use orange and yellow style brick and also lack 
in decorative ornamentation. They also seem to lack in connection to the main building and it is 
visually clear that they are additions to the site.
The single story gymnasium has a long and narrow floor plan. It is constructed using yellow 
and orange bricks and it borrow the semi-arched windows from the main building. It has no 
decorative elements on its facade and being built on the south western boundary due to the 
natural slope of the site the height of western wall dominates Chamberlain Street. The interior 
state of the building is unknown due to inaccessibility it is suggested that it used similar features 
to the ones of Carlile House having timber floors and plaster walls.
The workshop is also a single story building and it looks to be connected to the central extension 
via a covered walkway. It uses similar bricks to the gymnasium and has a corrugated iron roof 
which is penetrated through the ridge by chimneys at the eastern and western ends. Visible from 
the road the windows seem to be simple rectangular shape with sash style. Like the gymnasium no 
one has been able to gain entry into the building therefore the internal layout is unknown.
The church sitting adjacent to Carlile House is not the original building. The first church on the 
site was built in 1913 for the occupants and staff members of the training institute. It was a lot 
smaller than the current church occupying the site as it was only able to hold 100 people. After the 
Tongan community purchased the site due to the large growth of Pacific Islanders in the area the 
church needed to be extended. However, during the extension, a foundation was destroyed and a 
completely new building was built in its place. Many sources still suggest that the old chapel was 
remodelled however after a visit to the new church and talking to some of the members it is clear 
to see no evidence of the old construction. 
In their conservation plan Mathews and Mathews Architects prioritise the main building of Carlile 
House as the most important and as the one that holds the most historical value. The extension 
and other buildings on the site used by the training institute, including the church, were marked as 
the less significant.87
This will be taken in consideration when deciding what buildings need to kept on the site in order 
to preserve most of the building’s history.
87) Matthews & Matthews Architects, Carlile House -Draft Conservation Plan, 32.
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Figure 12.68 - Model of the existing site, buildings and suroundings view (2). Figure 12.69 - Model of the existing site, buildings and suroundings view (3).
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12.4 Appendix D - Final Design Drawings
 Final presentation layout as on wall.
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Site Plan 1:200
(original size 1260 x 1260).
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Site Plan 1:200
(original size 1260 x 1260).
Sections 1:200 (original size 1260 x 420).
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Level One Floor Plan 1:200 (original size 840 x 420).
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Ground Level Floor Plan 1:200 (original size 840 x 420).
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Level Two Floor Plan 1:200 (original size 840 x 420).
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Level Three Floor Plan 1:200 (original size 840 x 420).
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Level Four Floor Plan 1:200 (original size 840 x 420).
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Level Five Floor Plan 1:200 (original size 840 x 420).
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East Elevation 1:100 
(original size 840 x 420).
North Elevation 1:100 (original size 1260 x 420).
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East Elevation 1:100 
(original size 840 x 420).
West Elevation 1:100 
(original size 840 x 420).
North Elevation 1:100 (original size 1260 x 420). South Elevation 1:100 (original size 1260 x 420).
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Roof Top Garden (Apartments) 
looking towards Carlile House
(original size 840 x 420).
View towards the new development 
approaching along Richmond Road from Ponsonby, 
looking south-west (original size 840 x 420).
Walk-through the public open space of the development
View One - bottom of the stairs at the main entry,
looking south-west (original size 420 x 420).
Walk-through the public open space of the development
View Two - base of vertical circulation,
looking west (original size 420 x 420).
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Roof Top Garden (Church)
looking towards the public open space
(original size 840 x 420).
Walk-through the public open space of the development
View Three - apartment entry,
looking north-east (original size 420 x 420).
Walk-through the public open space of the development
View Four - corner of the church,
looking north (original size 420 x 420).
Walk-through the public open space of the development
View Five - apartment entry,
looking east (original size 840 x 420).
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Presentation as on wall. Models - Existing site and buildings (1:200), individial apartments (1:50), final complex design as a whole (1:200).
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End of Explanatory Document 
    


